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Transliteration of Arabic Characters

I ’, 
b 

o t 
ö t 
C g 
C h 
t b 
j d 
j d 
j r 
j z 

l/ S 
L? S

§ 
d 

k t 
L z 
¿ 1 
t g 
J f 
3 q 

j/k 
j 1

eventually ä (long a-sound)

(in other systems rendered th) 
(in other systems rendered j or dj)

(in other systems rendered kh)

(in other systems rendered dh)

(in other systems rendered sh, sch or ch)

(in other systems rendered gh)

(in other systems rendered k)

C m
b n
3 w, eventually ü (long u-sound) 
o h

y, eventually i (long i-sound)

Alif is only rendered by ’ in medial or final positions, but not at the beginning 
of a word. The three short vowels are rendered by a, i and u. The assimilation of 1 is 
indicated in the article, the connection of article and noun being hyphened. If not 
audible, the t-sound of the ligature r is not rendered, as is the case when the following 
noun begins with a vowel.





Introduction

In north-western Syria, the ancient North Phoenicia, in an area which stretches 
from Tripolis in the Lebanon to the mouth of the river Orontes and includes the capital 
Al-Ladiqiya, an interesting people live partly in the mountains and partly on the coastal 
plains, e.g. around Gabla {fig. 7). They are Arabic speaking and number c. 300.000 
people living from agriculture and animal-breeding. These people are puzzling as 
regards their name, religion and cultural affiliations.

They have three different names, Ansârïya, Nusairïya, and ‘Alawiyin.1 The terms 
Ansäriya or Nusairïya have been given two different interpretations. About the time of 
the Crusades, roughly the year A.D. 1000, the name was explained as a derivation of the 
term “Nazarei” which means “small Christians’’. However, this explanation seems 
little valid, since these people seem never to have been Christians, and no church or 
monastery seems to exist from the period of Primitive Christianity. Moreover it should 
not be overlooked that Pliny the Elder, who died in A.I). 79, called the inhabitants 
of the area Nazerini or Nazervi in his Natural History V 20 (17), 78 and 23 (19), 81.

The second explanation of the term2 refers to the man said to have given the 
people their religion, namely Muhammad Ibn Nusair, who is reputed to have come 
from al-Küfa in Mesopotamia, the present ‘Iraq.

Ihn Nusair is said to have been the disciple of the eleventh imam, Hassan al- 
‘Askari.3 In this case one would expect the religion of these people to be deeply rooted 
in the unorthodox branch of Islam, the Si'a, and inside this sect in the so-called 
Twelvers, z7nü 'asarïya or Imämites.4 To adherents of SPa, the rightful spiritual lead
ers of the community are the series of imams beginning with ‘Ali, the cousin and son- 
in-law of the Prophet. The series continues with ‘All’s two sons, Hassan and Hussain, 
and continues further through a son of Hussain and thereafter from father to son up 
to a number of twelve, of which number the eleventh should have been the teacher of 
Muhammad Ibn Nusair.

If it is accepted that Ibn Nusair is responsible not only for the name of these 
people but also for their religious affiliations, the supposition is untenable. Among

1 Cf. : Weulersse 1940 I, 52-53 - Østrup 1894, 214.
2 Cf. : Massignon 1961, 453.
3 Hollister, 1953, 91.
4 Cf.: Huart, 1961, 188.
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Fig. 1. Map of Gabal al-‘Alawiyïn, 1:1000000.
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others, Dussaud5 maintained that their religion, although SFa, nevertheless, represented 
the second branch or sect, the Seveners, sablïya, or Ismâ'ïlïs, which sect includes 
the Druzes. This sect acknowledges seven imams only, of which the first six are common 
with the first six imams of the Twelvers. However, for the Seveners or Ismäfilis, no 
eleventh imam exists who could have been the teacher of Ibn Nusair.

5 Dussaud, 1900, 51.
6 Weulersse, 1940 I, 52.
7 Cf. : Weulersse, 1940 I, 53.
8 Dussaud, 1900 28, No. 20. Catéchisme des Nosairis, copié sur un manuscrit apporté du Levant par 

M. Niebuhr et par lui donné à la bibliothèque de Kiel. Bibi. Nat. Ms. arabe 5188.
9 Niebuhr, 1778, 439ÍT. App. I. 1.

The third name for these people, who cannot be called a “people” in the Western 
sense of the word since they comprise different tribes united by a common religion 
inside a certain geographical area, is ‘Alawiyin, which only means “followers of 
‘All’’,6 who was, as mentioned, not only the first imam but also the fourth khalif 
(A. D. 656-661). This name was used for the state, “État des Alaouites” which came 
into being under the French mandate-government 1920-1945, and in its English form, 
Alawites, it will be used in the present publication.

It is a common conception, as mentioned, that the Alawites have never been 
Christians, and although today they live in the area of Primitive Christianity, there 
is no trace of Primitive Christianity to be found in their spiritual life.

The only acceptable explanation for these facts must be that before the arrival 
of Islam during the first ten years after the death of the Prophet (632), when this area 
was Christian and in some respects constituted a key area of Christianity, the Alawites 
were not found here. They only arrived later bringing with them their SFa version of 
Islam. Since the establishment of this second sect inside Islam, the main area of SFa 
has always been found to the East; at first in Träq7 following upon the murder of 
Imam ‘All, whose burial took place in Kufa, and the death of Imam Hussain at Ker- 
bela where his grave is found. Later the centre of SFa moved to Persia, where the most 
holy place after Mecca is found, the grave of the eigth imam in Meshed, and where 
SFa, in the form of Twelvers or itnä ‘asariya, became the state religion under the 
Safawid dynasty in 1502, and where even today the real ruler is the “hidden imam” 
represented visibly by the ruling shah.

The first description of the religion of the Alawites was made by the Frisian 
Carsten Niebuhr, who passed through their area in c. 1760 as the last survivor of the 
ill-fated Danish expedition to Fortunate Arabia (Arabia felix), which at that time con
stituted a part of the Ottoman Empire. On his return journey Carsten Niebuhr passed 
through Persia, Mesopotamia, and Syria. Five pages in his publication from 1778 are 
dedicated to the religion of the Alawites. Moreover, he refers to a manuscript concern
ing the religion of the Alawites written by an Alawite, which is now found in the 
museum at Kiel.8

According to Niebuhr’s9 description the centre of the faith is the mystery, sirr, 
which consists of the male trinity, the Nusairî triad, consisting of ‘All (the Lord, 
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macnä, and the moon). Muhammad (the veil, ism, and the sun), and Päk or Salmän 
al-Fârsï (the gateway, bäb, and the heaven).10

The triad or trinity is indicated hy means of the three letters <ain, mim, sin, 
which are the initials of the three names, cAli, Muhammad and Salman. These three 
letters seem to constitute the real mystery, the sirr. The existence of the Trinity among 
the Alawites as the foundation of their faith has been explained as a taking over of 
the pagan Syrian-Phoenician Triad.11

Further characteristics of the Alawite religion are that they divide up the past 
into seven cycles each corresponding with a manifestation of the divine and combined 
with the following seven prophets, Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad 
and cAli.

The main celebration or festival of the Alawites is the al-gadir or gadir hanum, 
celebrated on the 18th of the du al-higga, the month of pilgrimage and the twelfth 
month of the Muslim lunar year. The day commemorates the day upon which ‘All 
was installed by the prophet Muhammad as his deputy in the Prophet’s mosque in 
Madina (656).

Furthermore, the ‘äsürä’, the tenth day of the first month of the year, the Mu
harram, is celebrated in memory of the murder of Imam Hussain, the greatest saint 
of the Si'a, at Kerbela (680). However, among the Alawites the ‘äsürä’ is said to be 
celebrated quietly and discretely,12 without the bloody processions of men who scourge 
themselves with iron chains and wound themselves with swords, and without the 
performance of taziya or the passion play showing the sufferings of the imam Hussain 
and his family on the plain of Kerbela. This procession and passion play are well 
known from Bagdad, Persia and Bahrain. However, the quietness and discretion of 
the Alawites are well in keeping with the fact that ‘Ali is the main figure in their faith 
and not Hussain.

Furthermore the following festivals are celebrated, cid al-fitr, which terminates 
the month of fast, Ramadan, and (ïd al-addâ, the sacrificial feast which takes place 
on the tenth day of du al-higga in memory of Abraham’s compliance with God’s 
wishes when he prepared to sacrifice his son, Ismail, and God sent him a ram in
stead.13

In addition to these Muslim festivals the Alawites celebrate some Christian ones, 
of which the most important are Christmas, Easter and Epiphany.

Originally, no mosques existed in the area. The few which do exist today were 
built under compulsion by the Egyptian Mameluk sultan, Baibars, and by Ibrahim 
Pasha, during the first half of the last century (c. 1840).

It was after Salah ad-Din had conquered Al-Ladiqiya and subdued the Alawites 
in the year 1188 that the area came under Egypt, whose people confessed and still 
confess the orthodox or Sünni sect of Islam and recognize the row of khalifs from the

10 Levi Della Vida, 1961, 500 ff.
11 Dussaud, 1900, 97.
12 Weulersse, 1940, I, 259.
13 Cf. : Massignon, 1961, 453.
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first three, chosen among the nearest Arab adherents of the Prophet, and down to the 
Turkish sultân-halïfa, “God’s Shadow on Earth”.

By massacres the Sunni sect of Islam was introduced to the Alawites by Ibrâhîm 
Pasha in c. 1840. He seems to have had only insignificant success. In 1895 the Turkish 
Sûnni government requested the conversion of the Alawites to Islam. At that time the 
SFa faith they retained was obviously not recognized as belonging to Islam proper. 
The Alawites were definitely acknowledged as orthodox Muslims in 1936 by the Grand 
Mufti of Jerusalem, even if they only place a symbolic value on the five religious duties 
and only accept the Qur’an with an allegorical interpretation.13*1

Of sanctuaries inside the Alawite area, there arc the so-called walls. These are 
white-washed, square, cubical, small buildings covered with a cupola or dome, erected 
as monuments for saints or for the burial of holy persons. These buildings are the holy 
places of the man in the street or of the ordinary peasants. Pilgrimages are made, 
the so-called ziyärat, therefore the buildings are often called zñ/ñras.14 These are the 
cult places of deceased holy men, and candles are placed on the grave or on the ceno
taph erected above the grave.

Al-Hadir or al-Hidr is considered to be a saint among the Alawites. “The green 
man”15 is reckoned to be the helper of the ordinary peasant and his family. In the 
Alawite area the worship of this variation of the Christian St. George is enhanced 
through the existence in the neighbourhood of the Greek orthodox monastery of Mär 
Girgis, St. George.

While the common people worship al-Hadir in their simple way, the sayhs are 
initiated to different dignity through some very strongly kept secret ceremony, about 
which very little is known. Through this initiation custom the community is divided 
into two groups, the initiated and the non-initiated.

It is not the author’s intention to make a detailed investigation of what is 
known about the religion of the Alawites, but a few comments may be relevant 
here.

It has been pointed out that the Alawites show strong relations in their religion 
to the Persian sect Ahl al-Haqq16 or the “men of truth”, where the idea of the seven 
cycles is accepted, and where Salman is recognized as number one or the most import
ant person of a male Trinity. In Persia these people are also called ‘Alï-Illâhï, and 
among them Salman al-Fârsï is termed “creator of the world”.17 The cAlï-Illâhïs are 
Twelvers or Imämites, and as a sect inside the STa Islam they are surrounded by much 
secrecy, but are said to comprise some of the rites of the sùfi dervishes18 in their religi
ous ceremonies.

1Sa See P. Boneschi in Revue de F Histoire des Religions 122, Paris 1940, 42-54 and 134-152, and 
R. Dussaud in Syria 22, Paris 1941, 299.

14 Cf. : Dussaud, 1900 I, 19.
15 Wensinck, 1961, 232 ft
16 Cf. : Weulersse, 1940 I, 61.
17 Hollister, 1953, 31.
18 Cf. : Minorski, 1961, 17 if. - Weulersse, 1940 I, 61.
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According to Edmonds, the village of Topzawa, where I had the opportunity in 
1957 to make some investigations concerning the life of their women, was said to be 
an area19 of the Kakai, that is an Ahl al-Haqq area.

In my opinion the Alawites, or the different tribes which today constitute the 
Alawites, must have arrived at their present area of residence in Syria relatively late, 
i.e. after Islam had spread to Syria and after Islam had divided into the two main 
sects, Sunni and SFa. The religion of the Alawites shows a relationship with Meso
potamia and with Persia, especially with Luristän in Western Iran.

Salman al-Fârsï is the third person in the male Triad or Trinity of the Alawites, 
a Triad in which there is no need to see an original pagan Syrian Triad consisting of 
Sun, Moon and Sky.20 From Persia, Salman is said to have gone to Arabia. Here he 
sought out the Prophet in Al-Madïna where he is reputed to have assisted with the 
construction of the trench before the battle which brought victory to the Prophet, the 
victory being called after this defence trench.

The typical Persian convert, Salman al-Fârsï became an ardent Muslim and is 
said to have been the founder of Sufism and the orders of dervishes.

During 1958-1963 the Carlsberg Expedition to Phoenicia under the leadership 
of Professor P. J. Riis carried out excavations in the Alawite area of Syria. On behalf 
of the Ethnographical Department of the Danish National Museum, the Expedition also 
succeeded in collecting a considerable number of ethnographical items from the Ala
wites and their neighbours. The reason why so much material from the Hama region 
has been included is that the Alawites obtain quite a number of objects from this town, 
partly through ordinary trading, and partly through the presence of individual Ala
wites as hired workers in the region during harvest. The publication of the material 
collected by the Expedition, now in the Danish National Museum, was entrusted to the 
present author, who was formerly attached to the Iithnographical Department; a descrip
tion and partial analysis are presented on the following pages. The information on the 
names and uses of the items is based on letters and lists sent by Professor Riis to the 
Department during the campaigns, as well as on later notes and oral communica
tion with him and Mr. Jørgen Rohweder, architect of the Expedition. The Arabic words 
were transliterated according to the principles followed by Professor E. Hammershaimb 
in Hama IV 2, Copenhagen 1957, p. xi, 284-309 and H. Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch 
für die Schriftsprache der Gegenwart, 3. Ausg. Leipzig 1958, with Supplement, Wies
baden 1959. The Carlsberg Expedition also supplied additional material in the shape 
of drawings by Messrs. Rohweder and Poul T. Christensen, draughtsman of the 
Institute of Classical and Near Eastern Archaeology, University of Copenhagen, as well 
as photographs taken by the expedition members or by the photographers of the 
Danish National Museum. The typescript was made by Miss Toni Geertsen, R. A., and 
it was prepared for printing by Miss Gunhild Ploug, M.A. To all these I render my 
thanks.

19 Edmonds, 1957, 182 fl.
20 Massignon, 1961, 455.



Groups of Objects Incorporated into the Ethnographical Department 
of the Danish National Museum

SPECIMENS USED BY THE ALAWITES

F 122 double ñute, argüí................................. 183/39. p. 56, fig. 18c, pl. XLc
F 229 a-b pointed shoes........................................... 105/41. p. 32, pl. XXVII f
F 282--288 seven lithographs with inscriptions . . 174/44. p. 58-61, pl. XLI-XLVII
F 500--503 four cake-baking moulds, qawalib. . . 393/58. p. 26, pl. Xlld, b, c, e
F 504 bath gown, burnus hammam, with 

hood, äbüla............................................ 393/58. p. 40, fig. 9e, pl. XXXII b
F 505 a-c equipment for horseback riding........ 393/58. p. 19, pl. Ila
F 506 saddle-bag, hirg l-al m'araka or 

hirg l-al ludda.......................................... 393/58. p. 19, pl. lie
F 507 quiver of basketwork, andil, with 

bird-lime twigs, hilf or hilf dibbiq . . . 393/58. p. 51, pl. XXXVIII f
F 649 a-g dress for a man, tub calaivi................. 215/60. p. 28-46

a trousers, îlbâs.......................................... fig. 8 c, pl. XXVI c
b blouse or shirt, qamis............................ fig. 11a, pl. XXXII a
c caftan, suqa.............................................. fig. 10a, pl. XXXb
d sash, zinnâr.............................................. pl. XVI a
e cap, taqiya................................................ pl. XHIb

f-g pointed, red leather shoes, ïmdâs. . . . pl. XXVII b
F 650 a—m dress for a man, tub lalawi................. 215/60. p. 28-47

a under trousers, îlbâs.............................. fig. 8d, pl. XXVI b
b blouse or shirt, qamis............................ fig. lib, pl. XXXIIIa
c trousers, sirwâl........................................ fig. 8e, pl. XXVI d
d sash, samla............................................... pl. XVI b
e blouse or short gown, mariât............. fig. 11c, pl. XXXIII b
f jacket with short sleeves, sudriya . . . . fig. 9 c, pl. XXV d

g jacket, sukâya.......................................... pl. XXVIII a
h overgarment of felt with hood, qübân 

or kübän ................................................... fig. 10 b, pl. XXXI a
i cap of felt, libäda................................... pl. XIII c
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F 652
F 653
F 654
F 655
F 656
F 657

F 658
F 659
F 660
F 664
F 665
F 666
F 667
F 668
F 669

F 670
F 671
F 672

j headcloth, Àü/ïz/a
k head string, brim or <aqdl
1-m a pair of long boots, gazma  
a-s dress for a woman, tub ‘alaiviya . . . . 215/60. 
a-b two pairs of trousers, sirwdl or Ubas. 
c slip or undergown, qamis
d separate pocket or bag of silk, gaiba.
e handkerchief, mahrami
f gown, fustán
g-h two waist sashes, zinndr
i apron or open skirt, mahzam
j short jacket, qatüsa
k jacket, sukäya
1 red cap with blue tassel, tarbüs
m kerchief, triangular, hsaniya
n kerchief, square, mandil
o kerchief, oblong, mandil
p two hair strings for plaits, dafdyir or

gdila  
q forehead or breast ornament, saffa or

kurddn, with crescent, ndtdr  
r-s pointed shoes of red leather, imdds. .

baking mould for cake or pastry, qdlib 215/60. 
wooden rolling pin, sübak  215/60. 
lemon squeezer, htsdra limün  215/60. 
cradle pipe, sibak, for a boy  215/60. 
flute, ndi  615/60. 
a pair of scales, mizdn, with weights, 
auzdn, sing, ivazn  215/60. 
flute, ndi  215/60. 
cradle pipe for a girl, sibak  215/60. 
sash for a man, samla  21 5/60. 
spade with foot rest, marr  215/60. 
towing-spade, mishiya  215/60. 
sickle, quids  215/60. 
pruning knife, hangar  215/60. 
tobacco knife, safra duhhan  215/60. 
headstall with bit and reins for mule, 
ligdm  215/60. 
forehead ornament for mule  215/60. 
camel bell, garas, with collar, hartdya 215/60. 
camel bell with collar  215/60.

pl. XVb
pl. XVa
pl. XXVII h
p. 29—50, colour ¡date 
fig. 8f, 9 a, pl. XXV a, c 
pl. XXXIIc
pl. XXII a
pl. XXII b
pl. XXXIV a
pl. XX b, a
pl. XXIV a
pl. XXVIII b
pl. XXIX a
pl. XVII a
pl. XVII b
pl. XIXa
pl. XIXb

fig. 5

pl. XXI a
pl. XXVII c
p. 26, pl. Xllh
p. 26, pl. XII f
p. 26, pl. XIIg
p. 21, pl. IXo
p. 54, fig. 18 a, pl. XL a

p. 26, pl. XIIIa
p. 54, fig. 18 b, pl. XLb
p. 21, pl. IXp
p. 28, fig. 4
p. 17, fig. 2, pl. Ih
p. 17-18, fig. 3, pl. Ij
p. 18, pl. I b
p. 18, pl. XlVh
p. 26, pl. XIVd

p. 20, pl. Ille
p. 20, pl. III f
p. 20, pl. Ill c
p. 20-21, pl. Illd
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F 673 a-g equipment for hunting quails, nufüg, 
sing, nafga.............................................. 215/60. p. 51-52, figs. 13, 14

a net, sabaka................................................ pl. XXXVIII ab-d three sticks, hazûq.................................
e-g trap, qanäsa, two sticks and a pair of 

trousers, sintiyän or siriväl.................. pl. XXXVIIIg
F 674 a-g equipment for sparrow-hawk hunting 215/60. p. 52-54, figs. 16, 17

a-b two strings, isba or sibiq, for holding 
the hawk, bäsiq....................................... fig. 15 b

c leather protection for the hand, kaff. fig. 15a, pl. XXXVIIIc
d-e bells, garas, for the back of the 

hawk......................................................... pl. XXXVIII b

f hunting bag, santa................................. pl. XXXVIIId
g stick, dikkäsa, of mulberry wood, 

tüt.............................................................. pl. XXXVIII e
F 675 a—b one-stringed violin, rabäba, with bow,

(üd.............................................................. 215/60. p. 56, pl. XXXIXa
F 676 “double Hutes’’, migiviz or argüí. . . . 215/60. p. 56, fig. 18d, pl. XLd
F 677 a-d pair of castanets, sunüg........................ 215/60. p. 56, pl. XXXIXb
F 678 hand-drum, darbakka........................... 215/60. p. 56, pl. XLe
F 679 a-c tinder box, qaddäha.............................. 215/60. p.26-27

a steel, büläd...............................................
b flint, siiwän.............................................. 1>1. XIV g
c tinder, ftil.................................................

F 701 reed mat, hasïr....................................... 150/64. p. 22, pl. Vc
F 702 felt rug, libad........................................... 150/64. p. 22, pl. Vd
F 703 back cushion, muhadda, or back 

pillow......................................................... 150/64. p. 22
F 704 a-b hammock cradle with wooden hook, 

zanzüqa ..................................................... 150/64. p. 22, pl. IVa
F 705 pillow, muhadda..................................... 150/64. p. 22, pl. IVb
F 706 plaited reed stool, kursi........................ 150/64. p. 22, pl. IVc
F 707 square cloth for wrapping of linen 

garments during transport, buqga . . . 150/64. p. 31, pl. XXII)
F 708 straw basket used as a tray for serv-

ing meals, tabaq..................................... 150/64. p. 23, pl. Va
F 709--712 four straw baskets, ztj/ncz/n.................. 150/64. p. 23, pl. Vid, c, b, a
F 713 wooden plate, ilqaina............................ 150/64. p. 23, pl. Vie
F 714 copper basin for vegetables, sahn. . . 150/64. p. 24, pl. IXf
F 715 copper bowl for curds, kåsa laban. . . 150/64. p. 24, pl. IXd
F 716--717 two old wooden table spoons, m'alaqa 150/64. p. 25, pl. XI a, b
F 718--723 six new wooden table spoons, m(alaqa 150/64. p. 25, pl. Xlc-h
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F 724 earthenware drinking jar for water, 
ibrîq mä..................................................... 150/64. p. 24, pl. Vile

F 725 earthenware jar used as savings box, 
tamiira....................................................... 150/64. p. 24, pl. VIIg

F 726 broom, mikinsa........................................ 150/64. p. 25, pl. IXr
F 727 earthenware brazier for boiling, 

müqda........................................................ 150/64. p. 23, pl. VIg
F 728 earthenware brazier for roasting and 

keeping food warm, kanim................. 150/64. p. 23, pl. VI f
F 729 bellows, munfah...................................... 150/64. p. 25, pl. IXq
F 730 copper pot, dissit..................................... 150/64. p. 24, pl. IXc
F 731 copper pot, tungara............................... 150/64. p. 24, pl. IX a
F 732 earthenware pot for greasy food, 

tungara ...................................................... 150/64. p. 23, pl. Vila
F 733 earthenware pot for boiling water, 

tungara...................................................... 150/64. p. 23, pl. VII b
F 734 basket for earthenware pot, sânüna. . 150/64. p. 23, pl. VIIc
F 735-741 seven iron spits for roasting meat, sïh 

lahm........................................................... 150/64. p. 27, pl. IXg-m
F 742-744 three wooden spoons, migrafa or 

mug rafa..................................................... 150/64. p. 25, pl. XIj-1
F 745 kitchen knife, sikkin............................... 150/64. p. 27, pl.XIVc
F 746 copper bucket for curds, satl laban. . 150/64. p. 24, pl. IXb
F 747 earthenware jar for churning, haddä 

zibda........................................................... 150/64. p. 24, pl. VIIIc
F 748 earthenware jar for fetching water, 

bütïya......................................................... 150/64. p. 23, pl. Vild
F 749 earthenware jar for olives, tigar

zaitün......................................................... 150/64. p. 24, pl. VIIIb
F 750 earthenware jar for olive oil, bars zait 150/64. p. 24, pl. VII f
F 751 earthenware jar for wheat, häbiya 

hint a........................................................... 150/64. p. 24, pi. Villa
F 752 hand-mill or grinder of lava, irhaya 

tähün......................................................... 150/64. p. 25, pl. Xa
F 753 sieve, girbäl.............................................. 150/64. p. 27, pl. XIm
F 754 stone mortar, girn................................... 150/64. p. 25, pl. XI)
F 755 mousetrap, muslaya far........................ 150/64. p. 27, pl. Xlla
F 756 donkey saddle, gilail............................. 150/64. p. 19-20, pl. Ill b
F 757 headstall, raslya, with reins, habl, for 

donkey....................................................... 150/64. p. 20, pl. Illa
F 758 pointed hoe, bik...................................... 150/64. p. 17, pl. Id
F 759 pointed transverse hoe, quzma........... 150/64. p. 17, pl. Ia
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F 760 pointed broad hoe, migrafa................. 150/64. p. 17, pl. Ig
F 761 broad hoe, fäs......................................... 150/64. p. 1 7, pl. Ic
F 762 share, sillif, for plough, summud

al-ftaha...................................................... . 150/64. p. 18-19, fig. 41b, pl. If
F 763 sickle, mingal.......................................... . 150/64. p. 18, pl. Ie
F 764 a-b tobacco carving board with roll of

tobacco...................................................... 150/64. p. 27
a carving board, daff................ 1 pl. XIVab roll of tobacco, kata tûtûn.................. 1

F 765 tobacco knife, sikkïn tütün................. 150/64. p. 27, pl. XIVb
F 766 a-h paper festoon, waraka zïna................. 150/64. p. 57-58, pl. XLVIII
F 767 potholder made from an old cap,

tarbüs......................................................... . 150/64. p. 24-25, pl. IXe
F 769 circular dining mat, tabliya................. , 150/64. p. 23, pl. Vb
F 770 a-b wooden sandals, qabâqïb.................... 150/64. p. 32-34, pl. XXVII e
F 771 rosary, misbaha....................................... 150/64. p. 58, pl. XXXIXc
F 772 a-b two leather figures for shadow play. .. 150/64. p. 57

a Karaküz.................................................... It pl. XXXIXdb Aywäz....................................................... 1
F 773 clasp knife, sikkïn.................................. . 150/64. p. 27, pl. XlVe
F 774 clasp knife, sikkïn.................................. . 150/64. p. 27, pl. XlVf

COMPARABLE, NON-ALAWITE SPECIMENS

F 453 undergown for woman, tüb gäz,
from Hama  325/55. 

F 454 undergown for woman, tub,
from Hama  325/55.

F 455 working gown for woman, qaba'a,
from Hama  325/55.

F 456 kerchief for woman, ‘asaba, from
Hama  325/55. 

F 457 jacket for woman, darrcfa,
from Hama  325/55.

F 458 belt for woman, kamar, from Hama. 325/55. 
F 459 a-b boots for woman, gizma, from Hama 325/55.
F 460 a-h dress for fellah woman, from Al-

Gubbain near Qal'at al-Mudïk  325/55. 
a trousers, sirwäl
b undergown, tub
c undergown, tub
d gown, qub‘a 

p. 43, pl. XXXIVb

p. 44, lig. 12 b, pl. XXXVI a

p. 43-44, fig. 12 a, pl. XXXVb

p. 31, pl. XXIIIa

p. 38, fig. 9d, pl. XXIXb
p. 32, fig. 6
p. 35, pl. XXVI a

p. 32-50
fig. 9 b, pl. XXV b
fig. 12 c, pl. XXXVI b
fig. 12d, pl. XXXVII a 
pl. XXXVIIb
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e turban, sambar
f hood, qattâbïya
g shawl, (asäba
h jacket, darrä'a

F 661 gown for woman, wurdain, from the
‘Anaza Bedouins..................................... 215/60.

F 662 overgarment for both sexes, cabaya,
from Damascus  215/60. 

F 663 shawl for Muslim woman, miläya,
from Damascus  215/60.

F 680 overgarment for man, ‘abä, ‘abaya,
inner Syria  215/60.

F 681 caftan, qumbäz, for man, inner
Syria  215/60.

F 682 cap, taqïya, for man, inner Syria... 215/60.
F 683 sash, zinnär, for man, inner Syria. . . 215/60.
F 684 a-b leather sandals, na‘iil, for man,

inner Syria  215/60.
F 685 a-b leather sandals, sarüh na‘ül, for man,

inner Syria  215/60. 
F 686 headcloth for man, kuffiya,

inner Syria  215/60. 
F 768 short pointed boots, astiq, old type,

from Gabla  150/64.
K 1156 a-b Circassian sword with scabbard,

qânia, from ‘Arab al-Mulk  215/60. 
K 1157 Circassian cap, qalbag, from

‘Arab al-Mulk  215/60.

figs. 7 b, 8 a
figs. 7 a, 8 b
pl. XXIIIb
pl. XXX a

p. 43, fig. 11 d, pl. XXXVa

p. 42, pl. XXXI c

p. 32, pl. XXIVb

p. 40-42, fig. lOd, pl. XXXI b

p. 40, fig. 10 c, pl. XXX c
p. 28, pl. XIII d
p. 29, pl. XVIII b

p. 35, pl. XXVII a

p. 35, pl. XXVIId

p. 29, pl. XVIII a

p. 32, pl. XXVllg

p. 61, fig. 20

p. 61, fig. 21

I. Agricultural Equipment

Agriculture is the principal occupation, and the land is still feudally owned. 
The peasants must hand over some one- to two-thirds ol their harvest to the landowner. 
During the union of Syria with Egypt in the years 1958-1961, a little parcelling out 
to the Alawite peasants was inspired by the land reforms of president Gamal ‘Abd- 
an-Nasr in Egypt.

The main crops are wheat, tobacco, olives, figs, tomatoes, vegetables and sugar
cane. During the French mandate after the First World War (1920-1946) the cultiv
ation of cotton was introduced, as well as irrigation.

The field is ploughed with a plough without mould-board, a so-called bow-ard 
drawn by two oxen under a common yoke made of heavy wood. Corn is harvested by 
sickle. The grain is threshed on a special threshing place by means of a threshing board,
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the underside of which is covered by bits of inserted flint. The threshed corn is stored 
in large earthenware jars, haivabi\

Ten specimens of agricultural implements were acquired, representing four differ
ent types of hoe, two types of spade, one pruning knife, two types of sickle, and a share 
for a plough.2015

Hoes
F 758. Pointed hoe, bik. A head of iron 0.260 m long, pointed at both ends and 

with a ring-shaped central part, is placed horizontally on a roughly shaped, straight 
wooden handle, 0.450 m long. From Gabla. Local work. Pl. Id.

F 759. Pointed transverse hoe, çuzma. Gudme, op. cit. 109, maintains that this word 
is only used in the territory along the Turkish language border. The word qadüm, ibid., 
is employed by the inhabitants of the Gabla Plain for a smaller specimen of the same 
kind of pointed transverse hoe. A head of iron, 0.350 m long, pointed at one end, broad 
and provided with an edge at the other end and with a lightly curved, ring-shaped 
central part, is placed on a roughly shaped, straight wooden handle, 0.410 m long. 
From Gabla. Local work. PI. Ia.

F 760. Transverse pointed hoe, migrafa.21 A heart-shaped blade with a ring, 
0.270 m long, is placed on a coarse, straight wooden handle, 0.460 m long. From Gabla. 
Local work. Pl. Ig.

F 761. Transverse hoe, fas. A transverse blade with a 0.090 m broad edge and 
a ring-shaped part, 0.270 m long, is placed on a coarse, roughly shaped wooden handle, 
0.440 m long. From Gabla. Local work. P/. Ic.

Spades
F 664. Spade with foot-rest, marr.22 A triangular blade with neck is put on a 

smooth, wooden shaft, c. 1.00 m long. Above the blade, there is a torpedo-shaped 
wooden block with a hole in the middle, 0.300 m long. Full length of the implement, 
1.63 m. This type of spade is especially useful for opening and closing the channels 
of the irrigation system. Made in Gabla. The type is also known from the interior of 
the country, published by A. Steensberg, in Berytus 15 1964, 136 pl. 28 d. Pl. Ih, fig. 2.

F 665. Towing-spade, mishïya. Gudme, op. cit. Ill, maintains that the word 
mishä for the long-handled digging “shovel” is unknown at Hama. In fact, the word 
used is marr, and mishiya only signifies the towing-spade.22a The blade is of iron, 
lightly curved, almost crescent-shaped, 0.610 m broad, 0.150 m long and provided with 
a neck. It is put on a shaft, 1.06 m long. On the blade are two eyes or lugs each carrying 
an iron ring. To the rings are tied two ropes, 1.250 m long, which at the other end are 
tied to a wooden handle shaped like a bar and 0.360 m long. Made in Gabla. PI. Ij,

20a Compare P. de Hemmer Gudme, Arabic Excavation Terminology in Iraq and Syria, in Acta 
Orientalia 16, Copenhagen 1938, 105-130.

21 Acta Orientalia 16, 1938, 110-111.
22 Op. cit., 108 and 110.
22a Cf. Weulersse 1946, 289 fig. 63, from the Damascus gâta.

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 7, no. 5. 2
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Fig. 2. Spade, F 664, from Gabla. Fig. 3. Towing-spade, F 665, from Gabla.

fig. 3. This type of spade is operated by two men at a time and used to throw up the 
ramparts that are part of the irrigation system. As a type it belongs to the Hama region, 
published by A. Steensberg, op. cit. 136 pl. 28c, cf. Tools & Tillage II 2, Copenhagen 
1937, 110.

Knife
F 667. Pruning knife, hangar. A lightly curved blade of iron, roughly forged 

at the point, is inserted into a smooth cylindrical wooden handle, 0.100 m long. Full 
length of the knife, 0.280 m. The knife was acquired in Sükäs. Pl. XlVh.

Sickles
F 666. Sickle used for cutting grass for fodder, qälüs. A small sickle-shaped 

blade is inserted into a smooth wooden handle, 0.090 m long. The full length of the 
implement is 0.200 m. Acquired in Sükäs. Pl. Ib.

F 763. Sickle used for collecting fuel, mingal. A sickle-shaped knife with shaft 
made in one piece of iron is fastened to a short conical wooden handle by means of 
nails. Full length of the implement, 0.650 m. This type of sickle is used together with 
a hay fork, sä(üb. From Gabla. Local work. Pl. Ie.

Part of a plough
F 762. Coulter or share, sillif, for a “bow ard”, summud al-fläha,23 which is an 

old-fashioned type of plough without mould-board and which therefore only scratches 
the surface of the ground. The coulter or share, sillif, is pointed and provided with a 
solid ring for fastening it to the curved share bar, saif, which is provided with a handle,

28 Cp. P. V. Glob, Ard and Plough in Prehistoric Scandinavia. Jutland Archaeological Publications. 1. 
Århus University Press, 1951, 113 fig. 36-43.
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rikba, at the other end. From the middle of the share bar the trading bar, summud, 
branches off, carrying on the upper end a shorter transverse bar, nir, to which the yoke 
of the oxen is fastened by ropes. The full length of the coulter or share is 0.495 m. 
From Gabla. Local work. Pl. If, cf. App. 1.4, fig. 41 a—c.

II. Equipment for Domestic Animals

Besides poultry and ducks, the Alawites keep goats and fat-tailed sheep. Oxen 
are used for ploughing. Attached to a cart we find the mule, and the donkey is used 
both for riding and for the transport of goods, while the horse is kept not for work but 
for prestige. The camel is used for the transport of heavy burdens or loads over long 
distances, but this domestic animal must be regarded as a foreign element in the cul
tural pattern of the Alawites.

Riding equipment
F 505 a-c. Equipment for horseback riding, made in Gabla. It consists of saddle, 

halter and bit. PI. Ila, b. The saddle (a) sarg, is of scarlet leather covering an ordinary 
riding saddle foundation. The saddle is provided with a girth, hizäm, fastened by a 
strap, magdab. At both sides, hanging in a stirrup-leather, zahma, is a stirrup, rikäb. 
Fastened to the saddle at the back there is a double, plaited string, simt, ending in 
tassels. This is used for fastening luggage to the back of the horse behind the saddle. 
A chest strap, salaband, 0.150 m long, is fastened to the front edge of the saddle by 
means of brass rings.

The halter (b) risma, consists of a headpiece, râsïya, and the rein, miqwad, 
which is 2.260 m long, and held by the left hand passing round the back of the horse
man to be used as a whip in the right hand.

The bit (c) ligäm, is a bar, a curb or a barrel-shaped bit of iron and provided 
with a headpiece decorated with tassels. It has double reins, which, like the rein of 
the halter, can be used as a whip and are termed dizkïn, a Turkish loan word.

F 506. Saddle-bag, termed hirg l-al m(araka in Hama and hirg l-al (udda in 
Gabla. It is made from a rectangular, sand-coloured, rug-like piece of material woven 
of wool in broad black and white stripes. In the middle is a split placed lengthwise, 
0.350 m long. C. a fifth of the material is folded up from each side forming two large 
pockets decorated with three rows of tassels each; in all there are twenty-four tassels 
in red-brown, dark green and black. At each end the saddle-bag is decorated with 
five plaited cords ending in black woollen tassels. Without hanging tassels, the saddle 
bag measures 1.300 mxO.500 m. A speciality of Hama, acquired in Gabla, where 
such saddle-bags are not manufactured. Pl. lie.

F 756. Donkey saddle, gilail. Made in Gabla. A cover of coarse white sackcloth 
is placed over a wooden skeleton provided with a thick padding of felt. At the front 
this is provided with an extra padding and a bordering of black leather decorated 
with small coloured woollen balls, at the back there is a bordering of coloured felt.

2*
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The saddle forms a flat seat for the rider who is placed sidewards. It is fastened to the 
donkey by means of a girth, a chest strap and a “tail” strap. The length of the saddle 
is 1.050 m. Pl. Illb.

F 757. Headgear, rasiya, with rein, habl, for riding on a donkey. The headgear 
is a halter of the same type as the halter (F 505b) that was part of the equipment for 
horseback riding. It is decorated with cowries and tassels and provided with a 0.470 m 
long iron chain to which is tied the 2.500 m long strap forming the rein, the end of 
which is decorated with a tassel and can be used as a whip. From Gabla, local work.
Pl. Illa.

F 669. Headgear with a bit and a rein, ligäm, for a mule. Decorated with fore
head ornament. The headgear is of leather and consists of two leather straps one 
placed behind the ears of the mule, the other across the forehead. The last strap is 
decorated by an ornament. It is a six-sided piece of green felt material covered in front 
by a piece of scarlet velvet in which is inserted a small circular mirror, 0.060 m in 
diameter, and framed with scarlet leather. Blue beads and cowries are sewn around 
the mirror. Woollen balls and tassels frame the piece of felt. The largest dimensions 
of this forehead ornament are 0.160x0.160 m. The bit is of iron and is 0.130 m broad. 
The rein is of leather, 2.200 m long. Made in Gabla. The inserted mirror, the cowries, 
and the blue beads are a well known method of protection against the evil eye. Typo
logically, the forehead ornament is related to those of Phoenicia.23a Pl. Ill e.

F 670. Forehead ornament for mule headgear consisting of an oblong piece of 
greenish felt covered at the front by reddish cotton. The decoration consists of eight 
cowries placed in star formation around a small woollen ball. In addition there are 
blue beads but no mirror is inserted. Smaller and larger tassels decorate the border. 
Largest dimensions, 0.160x0.140 m. Made in öabla.

Equipment for camel. Pl. Ill f
F 671. Camel bell, tripartite, hanging in a collar, garas. Made in Aleppo, acquired 

in Gabla. Said to be of “Arab type”.23b The bells are made of hammered copper. The 
outer one is 0.140 m long, the middle one 0.080 m long, and the innermost 0.050 m 
long and provided with a crooked nail acting as a clapper. The combined length of 
the three bells is 0.270 m. The largest and outer bell is provided with a flat metal ring 
through which runs a 0.800 m long and 0.080 m broad collar of felt. It is lined with 
leather. On the outer side there is a decoration of cowries, red and blue beads, arranged 
in geometrical patterns. The collar is fastened by a large button at the one end and a 
loop at the other end. Its full length is 0.940 m. Pl. IIIc.

F 672. Camel-bell, garas, of a type said to be Turkish that is the common one 
in the area of Gabla. The bell is of turned brass and hemispherical in shape, 0.080 m in

23:1 Cf. H. Bossert, Altsyrien, Tubingen 1951, pl. 94. 314-315. C. Blinkenberg, Lindos I, Berlin 
1933, pls. 24-25.614-619 and pl. 88.1979-1984. V. Karageorghis, Salamis in Cyprus, London 1969, 31 
pl. 12, 87 pl. 3.

23b Cf. Sachsse in Zeitschrift des deutschen Palästina-Vereins, Leipzig 1927, 24. 
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height and 0.140 m in diameter. The clapper consists of two small pieces of iron hang
ing in a coarse metal chain. The collar is a broad strap made of brown leather, 0.680 m 
long and 0.060 m broad, tied together at the ends by means of a piece of pack thread. 
Pl. Illd.

III. Furniture and Kitchen Utensils

The houses are made of natural stones (limestone) held together by means of 
mortar made from a mixture of clay from the ground and water from the nearest 
stream or watercourse. Sometimes the walls are made “a secco” with the stone courses 
producing a sort of herringbone-pattern. The roof is flat and constructed from a layer 
of branches resting upon some few beams, tree trunks placed horizontally upon the 
walls or across the walls. The layer of branches is covered by a thick layer of clay 
that has been kneaded together with chaff and then rolled. The roof is so strong that 
it can be used as a sleeping place during the hot summer months.

There are few rooms in the house and, but for an iron bed in one room, a low 
table and some simple chairs, without “furniture” in the European or Western sense. 
Life is lived sitting on the floor and work, that is household work such as cooking etc., 
is done in a squatting position.

There are two sorts of cradles for the babies, the hammock and the transportable 
cradle with rockers. The rocking cradle has an ancient pedigree;230 two types of 
cradle are recorded, the semi-cylindrical wooden rocking type and a shoe-shaped one 
of wickerwork. The most characteristic feature is that the rocking cradle is provided 
with a hole in the bottom corresponding to a hole in the mattress. Standing upright in 
the hole a wooden pipe is placed in such a way that it stands between the legs of the 
baby. All urine from the baby passes through the pipe, through the bottom of the 
cradle, and down on to the ground where there is generally a small jar. Two broad 
wadded bands are tied around the baby’s body and across the legs and down under 
the bottom of the cradle. These bands keep the baby quiet and the pipe in place.

F 655. Wooden cradle pipe for a boy, sïbak. The pipe is cut out of one piece 
of material. 0.193 m long. Bought in the Süq-an-Naggär, in Damascus. Pl. IXo.

F 659. Wooden cradle pipe for a girl, sïbak. It is cut out of one piece of material. 
The “head” is larger than the head of the other pipe made for a boy. The head is more 
shaped like a spoon with a hole in the centre. 0.220 m long. Bought in the Süq an- 
Naggär in Damascus. Pl. IX p. The pipes are made by certain specialised old wood
cutters. The use of the pipes is said to be unknown in Gabla and Hama and very 
seldom in Damascus. It seems that the cradle pipe, and the use of a sort of cradle 
where these pipes are necessary, has disappeared except among the peasants.

The type of cradle to which the pipes belong is often called the “Armenian 
cradle”. However, this type of cradle is of Central Asian origin, developed and im
proved by travelling people and therefore transportable; and developed in areas where

23c See C. Daremberg & E. Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquités I 2, Paris 1887, 1588 s. v. Cunae. 
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water is scarce, hence the construction with the pipe that make superfluous the use 
of napkins.24

The second type of cradle in use among the Alawites is the hammock that has 
the advantage of keeping the child cool in great heat when the hammock is kept 
swinging. The type is well known from Iran.25

F 704a-b. Hammock cradle with wooden hook, zanzüqa. The hammock itself 
(a) consists of a rectangular wooden frame made from four flat wooden boards, 
0.050 m broad and 0.020 m thick. The outer dimensions of the frame, 0.880x0.480 m. 
The frame is covered by a rectangular “bag”, andas, which measures 0.950x0.570 m 
and which is made from hand-printed, black and white cotton, ham matbiV. a speci
ality of Hama.

Four ropes each ending in a loop, one from each corner of the hammock frame, 
meet each other in the groove of a coarse wooden hook (b) that is 0.250 m long. The 
hammock hangs at a distance of c. 1.00 m from the hook. The hammock cradle is 
from Minaizla, east of ‘Ain Sarqiya. Pl. IV a.

F 705. Pillow, muhadda, belonging to the hammock cradle. The square pillow 
is made from a cheap light blue and white checkered cotton cover filled with cotton. 
This pillow is put into an outer cover made from the same hand-printed black and 
white cotton material constituting the cover of the hammock cradle. The pillow’s 
outer cover is removable and tied together at one end with machine-made ribbons, 
0.250 m long. The pillow measures 0.220x0.370 m. From Minaizla, east of 'Ain 
Sarqiya. Pl. IVb.

F 706. Chair or stool, kursi. Four wooden legs supported by four inserted round 
wooden sticks carry a seat consisting of a square wooden frame carrying a plaiting 
made of rush ropes. Outer dimensions of the almost cubic stool, 0.330x0.530 (seat)x 
0.380 m (height). From Tall Darûk. Supposed to be locally made. Pl. IVc.

F 701. Rush mat for sleeping and sitting, hasir. Rectangular, made in Hama, 
from uncoloured rush from the Orontes. From Bait Yasüt east of ‘Ain Sarqiya. 1.60x 
2.30 m. Pl. Vc.

F 702. Felt rug, libad. Intended to be placed on top of the rush mat (F 701). 
Made in Hama or Aleppo from naturally coloured felt decorated with a painted pattern 
made from aniline dyes in the colours scarlet, pink, lilac, reddish-brown, yellow, 
ochre and green. The decoration is an imitation of the original decoration on felt rugs 
in which felt dyed in different plant dyes was entangled in the naturally coloured 
material for the rug forming certain patterns after traditional design. The dimensions 
are 1.080x2.620 m. From Bait Yasüt, east of ‘Ain Sarqiya. Pl. Vd.

F 703. Back cushion, muhadda. Used together with the felt rug (F 702). Covered 
with hand-printed black and white cotton material from Hama, 0.280x0.880 m. From 
Minaizla, east of ‘Ain Sarqiya.

24 Cf. the transportable cradle, byeska, with urine discharge pipes. See: Hansen, 1961, 100 ff. tig. 
84-85. (cradle E. 2304) and fig. 86. (urine discharge pipes E. 2310-2311). From Kurdistan.

25 Hansen, 1961, 105. - Cf. specimen in the Ethnographical Department of the National Museum 
(E. 2402).
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F 769. Dining mat, tablîya. The mat is circular in shape and made in the coiled 
basketry technique of bast in the colours yellow, orange, lilac and green and decorated 
with points along the rim. Diameter, 0.750 m. Made in Aleppo or Hama. Bought in 
Gabla. Pl. Vb.

F 708. Flat straw basket used as eating tray, tabaq. Made in coiled basketry 
technique from straw. Largest diam., 0.680 m. From Matwar, east of ‘Ain Sarqiya. 
Locally made. Pl. Va.

F 709-712. Four examples of a straw basket used for bread, fruit and vegetables, 
igmäm. Made in coiled basketry technique. The material is naturally coloured straw 
with straw of different colours interplaited. From Matwar, east of ‘Ain Sarqiya. Locally 
made.

F 709. Cup-shaped, green and lilac straw interplaited, 0.080 m high. Pl. Vid.
F 710. Flowerpot-shaped, flat bottom, green and lilac straw interplaited. 0.110 m 

high. Pl. Vic.
F 711. Cup-shaped, lilac straw interplaited, 0.110 m high. Pl. VIb.
F 712. Cup-shaped, red, green and lilac straw interplaited, 0.130 m high. Pl. Via.

F 713. Deep wooden plate, ilqaina, used for soup, rice, and meat; circular, 
slightly oval with a flat bottom cut out of one piece of material. Outer diameter at the 
top, 0.380-0.400 m, at the bottom 0.190-0.220 m. Height, 0.140 m. From Minaizla, 
east of ‘Ain Sarqiya. Locally made. Pl. Vie.

F 728. Earthenware brazier, kaniin, transportable, used for roasting and for 
keeping food warm. The brazier is cup-shaped, circular and provided with a 0.040 m 
high foot and three “ears” distributed along the upper rim. Full height without ears, 
0.150 m. Outer diam. at the edge, 0.270 m. From Al-Baida near Marqab. Locally 
made. Pl. VIf.

F 727. Earthenware brazier, müqda, transportable, used for boiling; made from 
unfired, sun-dried clay and provided with a slipper-shaped, low, circular foot. Outside, 
an ear of clay is used as a handle on each side. The bottom of the brazier is pear- 
shaped and the upper edge is divided into three parts. Greatest length outside, 0.350 m. 
Greatest breadth outside, 0.320 m. From Al-Baida, near Marqab. Locally made. 
Pl. VIg.

F 732. Earthenware pot for dishes made with fat or oil, tungara. The pot is 
hemispherical with a thick upper edge where there are four small ears. 0.150 m high. 
From ‘Ain Sarqiya. Locally made. Pl. Vila.

F 733. Earthenware pot for boiling water, tungara, hemispherical, of the same 
type as F 732. 0.150 m high. From ‘Ain Sarqiya. Locally made. Pl. Vllb.

F 734. Basket for holding earthenware pots, sänüna. The pattern of the plaiting 
of the basket is based upon sixteen curves emerging from a circular foot. 0.200 m 
high. From Harf Matwar. Locally made. Pl. VIIc.

F 748. Earthenware jar for fetching water, biitiya, shaped like a jug with only 
one handle. 0.300 in high. From Bisisin. Made in Al-Ladiqiya. Pl. VIId.
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F 724. Earthenware jar for drinking water, ibriq mä (mä: water), provided 
with a spout on the shoulder and a handle opposite. 0.290 m high. From Bisisin. Made 
in Al-Ladiqiya. Pl. Vile.

F 749. Earthenware jar used for olives, tîgâr zaitûn, (zaitùn: olives), provided 
with two low-placed handles. 0.470 m high. From Bisisin. Made in Al-Ladiqiya. 
Pl. VIII b.

F 750. Earthenware jar used for olive oil, bars zait, (zait: olive oil), provided 
with two high-placed handles. 0.255 m high. From Bisisin. Made in Al-Ladiqiya. 
Pl. VIIf. Olive oil was produced locally, cf. App. 1. 3, fig 23b.

F 751. Earthenware jar for holding wheat, häbiya hinta, (hinta: wheat). The 
jar was originally provided with two handles placed upon the shoulder of the 
corpus, one is now broken off. 0.750 m high, l-rom Bisisin. Made in Al-Ladiqiya. 
Pl. Villa.

F 747. Earthenware jar for churning, haddä zibda (zibda: butter). The jar is 
pointed at the bottom and provided with three handles and a spout at the side of the 
corpus. 0.500 m high. During churning, the jar is laid on its side. The opening is closed 
by a piece of leather tied round the neck with siring; the jar is regularly rolled from 
side to side, or rocked backwards and forwards, until the boiled and soured goat and 
sheep milk inside has separated its contents of butter.26 From Bisisin. Made in Al- 
Ladiqiya. Pl. VIIIc.

F 725. Earthenware jar used as savings box, tamüra. A pear-shaped closed 
bottle with a small longitudinal split cut out high up on the corpus. Made from reddish, 
lightly fired clay. 0.140 m high. From Bisisin. Made in Al-Ladiqiya. Pl. VII g.

The Alawites no longer practice professional pottery, but usually buy or barter 
earthenware in Hama, Al-Ladiqiya or other towns.

F 714. Copper basin for vegetables, sahn, circular, largest diam. 0.210 m, 
0.050 m high. From Gabla. Made in Hirns or Hama. Pl. IXf.

F 715. Copper bowl for curds, käsa laban, hemispherical, placed upon a low 
foot, 0.070 m high. Outside the upper edge the following inscription is incised: yadar 
calaina gaivha al-madâm sâfïa (“passez-nous l’esprit du vin pur”, translation by Mr. 
Sulaimän Muqdäd, Inspector of Antiquities). Pl. IXd.

F 730. Copper cauldron with two movable handles near the upper rim, dissit. 
0.220 m high. From Al-Qaranda, east of QaFa Bani Isra'il. Made in Hirns or Hama. 
Pl. IXc.

F 731. Copper pot without handles, fungara. 0.140 m. From Al-Qaranda, east 
of Qal ca Bani Isra hl. Made in Hirns or Hama. Pl. IXa.

F 746. Copper bucket, with a movable handle, for curds, sail laban, 0.160 m 
high. From Bisisin. Made in Hirns or Hama. Pl. IXb.

F 767. Kettle-holder of reddish-brown material, tarbüs. As the term shows, it 
was originally a fell cap or fez, but is now used in the kitchen as a kitchen utensil.

26 Cf. earthenware jar for churning butter, manhada, used by the villagers in Bahrain. See Hansen, 
1968, figs. 46-47. (E. 586).
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Dimensions of object when flattened out, 0.250x0.160 m. From Al-Qaranda, east of 
Qal ‘a Bani Isra ‘il. Made in Aleppo. Pl. IXc.

F 752. Hand-mill or rotary quern, irhaya tähün, made from lava. The grinder 
consists of two mill-stones, the upper a little smaller than the lower, both provided 
with a hole in the centre through which a small, vertically placed axle tree conducts 
the movement of the runner stone. The runner is turned by means of a wooden handle 
located in a hole near the rim and kept in place by means of a small piece of cloth 
stuck in the hole beside the axle tree. Largest diameter, 0.380 m. From Basatin, south 
of Marqab. Locally made. The village of Basatin, which is in the volcanic zone, pro
duces querns for a great part of the Alawite area. Pl. Xa.

F 754. Stone mortar, #zrn. The mortar is made from a piece of an ancient 
column. Outside the mortar shows sixteen grooves which are the original fluting of 
the column. Inside, the column is hollowed out and shows a hole in the bottom. 0.120 m 
high. From Gabla. Locally made. Pl. Xb.

F 726. Broom, mikinsa. Made from grass bound together by one sewing and 
three windings. Full length, 0.660 m. From Al-Baida, south of Marqab. Local work. 
Pl. IXr.

F 729. A pair of bellows, munfah. Consisting of two pieces of wood joined by a 
bag of leather provided with a mouthpiece of tin with three holes, and a leather strap 
for hanging. From Gabla. Made in Aleppo. Full length 0.400 m. Pl. IXq.

F 742-744. Three large wooden spoons for cooking, singular: migrafa. They are 
each cut in one piece with a pointed, cup-shaped spoon blade. From Minaizla, east 
of ‘Ain Sarqiya. Locally made.

F 742. Old, used or worn and coloured black, 0.470 m long. Pl. Xlj.
F 743. Old, worn, coloured black. At the front, traces of a burned zigzag orna

ment. 0.550 m long. Pl. XII.
F 744. New, of yellowish material with burned zigzag ornamentation on the 

front of the handle. Pl. XIk.

F 716-717. Two old wooden table spoons, singular: nPälaqa. Each cut out of 
one piece of material. From Dair Mamma. Locally made.

F 716. 0.195 m long. Pl. Xia.
F 717. 0.190 m long. Pl. Xlb.

F 718-723. Six new wooden table spoons, singular: m'älaqa. All of the same 
type and of almost the same size as F 716-717. 0.230 m long. From Dair Mamma. 
Locally made. All spoons decorated with a burned geometrical pattern. Pl. Xlc—h.

The spoon is the only personal eating utensil. Everybody eats from the common 
dish but uses his personal spoon for liquid food, while rice and meat are eaten with 
the fingers. Only the fingers of the right hand are used, and only three of the five fingers.

F 500-503. Four wooden baking moulds, qälib, plural: qawâlïb. The moulds are 
shaped like spoons, the “bowl” of which is decorated inside with special, cut-out 
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geometrical patterns forming incisions. Bought in the Suq an-Naggar in Damascus 
and in Gabla.

F 500—501. Two baking moulds used for making mlamül pastry with a filling of 
ground walnuts, gauz, and sugar, ground dates, timr, or Arab cheese, 
gibn. The moulds are shaped like spoons with a short handle, round and 
smooth, and an almost spherical spoon “bowl” the inside of which is 
decorated with incisions. 0.230 m long. Made in Damascus from mul
berry wood. Pl. XIId, b.

F 502. Baking mould used for pastry with a filling made from ground dates or 
pistachios, fustuq halabï, 0.240 m long. Made in Damascus from mul
berry wood. Pl. XIIc.

F 503. Baking mould the “bowl” of which is crescent-shaped and decorated 
inside with a pattern of simple cut-out parallel lines. The handle is slightly 
pointed. Used for pastry with a idling of either ground walnuts or 
ground dates. 0.320 m long. Made in Gabla. Pl. XIIe.

F 652. Wooden baking mould qâlïb. Of the same type and shape as the foregoing, 
but with respect to the “bowl”, smaller moulds are used for the same sort of pastry. How
ever, it is also used for a sort of pastry made from a dough of milk and butter, iqräs 
halib wa zibda. 0.294 m long. Purchased in the Suq an-Naggär, in Damascus. Pl. Xllh.

F 653. Rolling pin, sñbak. The implement is of European type. Full length, 
0.480 m. Purchased in the Sûq an-Naggär in Damascus. Pl. XIIf.

F 654. Lemon-squeezer, ‘asara lïmün. The implement is cut out of a single 
piece of white wood. The egg-shaped protuberance has nine deep longitudinal grooves. 
Full length, 0.163 m. Purchased in the Süq an-Naggär in Damascus. Pl. XIIg.

F 657 a-g. A pair of scales, mzzön, with four weights, auzän. The pair of scales 
consists of a smooth round 0.530 m long stick (a), on which are suspended, by means 
of three 0.700 m long strings, two flat circular baskets (b-c), diam. 0.520 m, which 
act as scale pans. The scales are adjusted by attaching a bag filled more or less with 
stones or similar objects. Purchased in Gabla. P/. XHIa.

The weights (singular: ivazn) are made of bronze and represent the following:

d: one pound, rati = 2 üqä = 12 üqïya (i.e. ounce) 0.130 m high, 
e: 1/4 pound = 1/2 üqä = 3 üqïya, 0.078 m high.
f: 1/8 pound = x/4 üqä = lx/2 üqïya, 0.059 m high, 
g: 1/36 pound = 1/18 üqä = x/3 üqïya, 0.032 m high.

F 668. Tobacco knife, safra duhhän. A broad flat blade, pointed at the top 
fastened by means of two metal rivets to a round handle decorated by three encircling 
parallel incisions. 0.263 m long. Acquired in Gabla. Pl. XIVd.

F 679 a-c. Tinder box, qaddäha. The implement consists of three objects, the 
steel (a), büläd, which is a steel bar bent to a triangle, of which the outer dimensions 
are 0.050x0.024 m, the flint (b), suumn, which is a trapezoid piece of pinkish flint 
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stone, 0.030x0.040 m, and the tinder (c), ftil, a yellowish smooth piece of thick cord 
which has been rolled up and put into a bit of hollow bamboo cane, 0.150 m long. 
Purchased in Gabla. Pl. XlVg.

F 735-741. Seven iron spits, sih lahm, for making kibäb, lahm mismi, and other 
dishes made from pieces of meal roasted over an open charcoal fire. Two of the spits 
are provided with an eye carrying a ring for hanging. The rest have a Hat spatula-shaped 
head. Length varies from 0.385-0.410 m. From Al-Ladiqiya. Locally made. To clear 
up a general misunderstanding, the following information is necessary: kibäb means 
spit-roasted meat-balls, in Turkey called kufta, in Greece called kephtedes. Turkish 
and Greek sis kibäb, on the other hand, means the Arab lahm mismi. Pl. IXg-n.

F 753. Sieve, girbäl. The sieve consists of a circular frame, 0.090 m high, inside 
which is a net made of gut strings. Outer diam., 0.0455 m. Purchased in Gabla. Pl. XIm.

Sieves are not made by the peasants themselves but by travelling Bedouins, who 
pass the villages on their yearly migration. However, Bedouins only reach the coastal 
plains in years of drought.

F 745. Kitchen knife, sikkin. The knife is straight with only one edge and is 
0.251 m long. From Ar-Ramta north east of ‘Ain al-Siqäq. Locally made. Pl. XIVc.

F 765. Tobacco knife with handle made of horn, safrar duhhän or sikkin tütûn. 
Full length, 0.240 m. Made in Gabla, which is renowned for the work of its smiths. 
Pl. XIVb.

F 764a-b. Gutting stool for tobacco, daff, and accompanying tobacco coil, kata 
tütün. From Gabla. Locally made. PI. XIVa.

Cutting stool, daff, (a), made from a board, 0.260 m long and 0.100 m broad, 
nailed to two wooden blocks. The full height of the stool is 0.070 m.

Tobacco coil, kata tütûn, cylindrical and made of twisted tobacco leaves with a 
winding of white thread. Outer dimension, 0.050 m. The so-called Latakia tobacco 
(abü räi iha), (i.e. “father of scent’’), was formerly exported through Gabla to Al- 
Ladiqiya (see p. 74: 895—896).

F 755. Mousetrap, muslaya far. The trap is box-shaped and works according 
to the principle of a trap-door. Inside the box is a hook for attaching the bait. The box 
measures 0.300x0.120x0.100 m. From Al-Ladiqiya. Local work. Pl. XIIa.

F 773—774. Two clasp knives, sikkin, made in Gabla.

F 773. 0.092 m long. Pl. XIVe.
F 774. 0.075 m long. Pl. XIVf.

IV. Dress and Accessories

Dress, costumes and garments can be investigated, analyzed and grouped accord
ing to different points of view. The Syrian garments here will first be grouped according 
to type (A), where we have the following six groups: 1. Headwear, sashes and belts. 
2. Footwear. 3. Trousers. 4. Jackets. 5. Coats (Caftans, etc.). 6. Gowns and Shirts.
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Thereafter the garments are grouped according to their affiliation to complete 
costumes (B), male and female, characteristic of the different tribes and areas.

The first examination (A) gives information on the cut of the garment and its 
relation to the cut of similar types of garments in the neighbouring areas.

The second examination gives information on which types and costumes are 
characteristic of certain tribes and areas and their relation to similar types of dress in 
the neighbouring countries. If not stated otherwise, the items were acquired in Gabla.2 a

A few specimens are not from the Alawites and are therefore treated separately 
in both groups (A-B).

A. Types of Garment

1. Headwear and waistbands (sashes and belts)

a. Male
F 649e. Cap, taqiya, made of cotton material and embroidered with yellow silk 

thread. It consists of a cylindrical side part, 0.120 m high sewn on to a circular top 
part, diam. 0.060 m. Pl. XHIb.

F 650i. Cap, libada, made from naturally coloured felt, conical, (it may, how
ever, be yellow, white, black or red). 0.170 m high. Can be replaced by a fez, tarbüs. 
Pl. XIIIc.

F 650 j. Headscarf or kerchief, kuffiya, square made of black silk with inter
woven silver threads. Fourteen strings ending in tassels are found along the two oppo
site sides of the square. Used on top of the cap F 650i made of felt. 0.920x0.920 m. 
The Alawites usually obtain this type of kerchief from Hirns. Pl. XVb.

F 650 k. Head string, brim or caqäl, more correctly fiqal. Worn double and placed 
on top of the kerchief F 650 j, it is made of black silk thread ending in four strings, 
0.700 m long, carrying black tassels. Pl. XVa.

F 649d. Sash, zinnär, made of white artificial silk with fine black transverse 
stripes. Fringes at both ends. It is wound around the waist outside the gown, sûqa or 
qumbäz. F 649 c. 1.800 m long, 0.500 m broad. Pl. XVIa.

F 650 d. Sash, samla, made from black artificial silk with fringes at both ends. 
It is wound around the waist outside the trousers F 650c, 3.350 m long, 0.300 m broad. 
Pl. XVI b.

F 660. Sash, samla, made of light blue satin with an interwoven pattern of small 
blue flowers. Short white fringes at both ends 0.700x0.300 m folded to a breadth of 
0.100 m. From Hama. Fig. 4-.

Non-Alawite objects
F 682. Cap, taqiya, made in crochet work of lilac, yellow, white and black 

glossy thread with a geometrical pattern of pink, verdigris green, and reddish-brown 
thread. 0.140 m high. Purchased in inner Syria. Pl. XIIId.

26:1 Concerning the terms used for the garments, see : R. Levy, Notes on Costume from Arabic Sources, 
in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 1935, 319-338.
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F 683. Belt, zinnär, made of a 0.095 m broad white girth. It may both be wrapped 
around the waist and fastened by means of the fringes or strapped around the waist 
and fastened by means of four leather straps and clasps placed on the middle of the 
belt and four buckles placed at one end. Full length with fringes 2.500 m long, 0.095 m 
broad. A Bedouin type. Purchased in Hama. Pl. XVIIIb.

F 686. Headscarf or kerchief, kuffiya, square, made from red and white chequer
ed cotton material and with fringes twisted from the thread used in the weaving, form
ing small tassels along the edges. 1.300x1.300 m. A typical Arab garment. From inner 
Syria. Purchased in Gabla. Pl. XVIIIa.

b. Female
F 6511. Cap, tarbüs, made of scarlet felt and provided with a 0.250 m long tassel 

or tuft of blue silk thread. The fez-shaped cap is 0.190 m high and is also found in 
white, uncoloured felt. Pl. XVIIa.

F 651m. Kerchief, hsaniya, triangular, made of black silk material with inter
woven silver threads. In reality it has been made from a man’s square kerchief which 
has been cut through diagonally; therefore it shows strings with tassels on one side 
only. The two sides measure 0.900 m in length. The kerchief is placed diagonally on 
the head and tied with a double knot at the back of the head. Pl. XVIIb.

F 651 n. Kerchief, mandil, made from white muslin, rectangular in shape but 
folded diagonally before being placed on top of the head and tied with a simple knot 
under the chin. Fourty-eight flowers in crochet work decorate the border. With llowers 
it measures 0.670x0.670 m. It is only used in the house as a substitute for the following 
kerchief (F 651 o). Pl. XIXa.

F 651o. Kerchief, mandil, made of white, loosely woven gauze material (raw 
silk) with a crocheted border along the edges. It is oblong in shape, 2.200x0.500 m. 
It can be wrapped around the head in different ways so that the head and neck are 
covered but the face itself is entirely or partly visible. Pl. XIXb.

F 651 g. Sash, zinnär, triangular in shape with fringes plaited to strings ending 
in tassels along one side. The material is greyish-lilac cotton with interwoven silver 
threads. Made from a man’s kerchief that has been cut diagonally. Worn tied around 
the waist with a simple knot to the left. 1.500x1.500 m. Pl. XXb.

F 651 h. Sash, zinnär, rectangular in shape and made of three joined 0.220 m 
broad, 1.00 m long pieces of tartan-patterned, thin silk material. On the two short 
sides the fringes are plaited to 0.170 m long strings ending in tassels in the colours 
ochre-green and black. 1.00x0.660 m measured without fringes. Used as F651g, 
but for festivals, and tied with a sort of loop. Pl. XXa.

F 651d. Bag, gaiba, rectangular, made from light lilac atlas decorated with 
hand-made embroidery in cotton thread. The opening is round. Two 0.60 m long 
ribbons are sewn to the upper corners. The ribbons are tied around the waist so that 
the bag hangs in front of the lap. It measures 0.200x0.200 m. Worn under the shirt 
if no gown is used, otherwise over the shirt, but under the gown. Pl. XXIIa.
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6. 4. 5.

Fig. 4. Sash, F 660, from Hama. - Fig. 5. Pair of hair strings, F 651 p, from Gabla. 
Fig. 6. Leather belt, F 458, from Hama.
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F 651 c. Handkerchief, mahramï, square, made of white cotton. Decorated with 
coloured, hand-made embroidery at the four corners and along the borders, 0.300 x 
0.300 m. Placed in the bag F 651 d. Pl. XXIIb.

F651p. A pair of hair strings, termed dafäyir in the country and gdila in the 
town. Made of black silk lace, 1.120 m long, fig. 5. The hair strings are plaited into the 
natural plaits of the woman in order to lengthen them. They are tied together at the 
ends and carry a square amulet, higab, covered in scarlet cloth. The length of the hair 
strings is 1.120 m. During the Turkish period this type of plaiting also occurred else
where in the Ottoman Empire, e.g. in Greece, cf. Andrea Gasparini’s engraving 
“Avanzi del tempio di Giove Olímpico”, 1843. (Greek men and women visiting the 
ruins of the Olympeion in Athens).

F 651 q. Ornament of silver for the forehead, saffa, with a crescent pendant 
called nätür. It is hooked upon the black head cloth F 651 m or worn on the breast, 
in which case the ornament is termed kurddn. Full length, 0.25 m. PI. XXIa. This 
type of ornament, which has counterparts elsewhere in the Near East,260 recalls simi
lar ones of Syria’s Roman period.260 The nätür, in fact, derives from the ancient selcnis 
or lunula.26d The stamped letters on the round pendants are by Mr. Thomas Riis, 
M. A., taken to render the expression yä hafiz, ”0, thou who protect”. Professor E. 
Hammershaimb admits the possibility of distinguishing the word hafiz.

F 707. Cloth for transporting of linen garments, buqga. Almost square, made of 
pink atlas decorated with a machine-made embroidered flower pattern. The lining is 
pink cotton. 0.850x0.900 m. Used by villagers. When in use, the corners of the cloth 
are tied together two by two after it has been folded around Ike contents. From Gabla, 
made for the peasants. Pl. XXIb.

F 651 i. Apron, open skirt or loincloth, mahzäm. The garment is rectangular in 
shape and sewn together from two horizontally placed lengths of yellow material made 
in Marqab. At each of the two upper corners of the square garment is attached a ribbon 
made from material, 0.500 m long. The apron or open skirt is worn around the waist 
by tying the two upper corners in one simple knot at the back and one simple knot in 
front. During work, the two lower corners of the square garment are lifted up and tucked 
in at the waist. The garment measures 0.940 m in length and 1.460 m in breadth. 
Pl. XXIVa.

Non-Alawite objects
F 456. Kerchief, ‘asaba, rectangular, made from coarse, black silk with a geo

metrical pattern made of interwoven silver threads. Along two opposite sides the fringes 
are plaited into thirteen, 0.300 m long strings ending in tassels wound with gold thread. 
Without fringes it measures 1.310x1.310 m. From Hama. Used by Bedouin or peasant 
women. Pl. XXIIIa.

26b Cf. E. W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, London 1895, 563-564.
26c Cf. e.g., a Palmyrene bust in the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen, inv. No. 2795, V. Poulsen. 

A Guide to the Collections, 5th ed. Copenhagen 1960, 65.
26d Cf. H. Ingholt, Studier over palmyrensk Skulptur, Copenhagen 1928, 79-80 and H. Bossert, 

Altsyrien, Tübingen 1951, pl. 342.1175 above left.
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F 458. Belt, kamar, made of black leather and provided with a metal buckle 
at one end. 1.05 m long and 0.040 m broad. Fig. 6. From Hama, as F 456.

F 460e. Head cloth of special design, sambar. Sewn of three pieces of black 
material (see diagram) making a sort of wrapping, 0.150 m broad and 2.400 m long, 
which is wound around the head like a turban (see drawing). From Al-Gubbain near 
Qal'at al-Mudik. Figs. 7b, 8a.

F 460f. Hood, qattäbiya, made from a square of artificial black silk, the so- 
called “rayon”. This kerchief measures 0.800x0.800 m and is first folded diagonally, 
thereafter it is folded across and sewn together from the tip and halfway up. When the 
hood is in use the seam reaches from under the chin and down to the bosom. From 
Al-Gubbain near Qal'at al-Mudïk. Figs. 7 a, 8b.

F 460 g. Kerchief, lasäba, a square of black silk material. On two opposite 
sides the fringes are plaited to 0.250 m long strings ending in tassels. Without fringes, 
it measures 1.200x1.200 m. Pl. XXIIIb.

27 Cf. Dalman, 1937, 322: melaje from Palestine.

F 663. Cape or shawl, miläya. Made of two lengths of printed cotton with dark 
and light lilac stripes, a pattern which is regarded as one of the oldest. The two lengths 
are joined at a seam running horizontally across the wearer when wrapped in the shawl. 
It is worn over the head, reaches the feet, has gathers in front, and covers the wearer 
in such a way that only the face is visible. It measures 2.00x2.00 m. Worn by women 
in the Guta, the oasis near Damascus, where the individual villages prefer special 
patterns and colours, particularly orange, red, brown, green or blue. Purchased in 
the süq in Damascus.27 Pl. XXIVb.

2. Footwear æ Mak

F 229. Shoes of red or yellow leather. No difference for right and left foot. It is 
customary to tramp down the back counter. Length, 0.280 m. From Hama, made in 
the süq. Pl. XXVIIf.

F 649 f-g. Pointed shoes, ïmdâs, made of red leather and provided with a sole 
of black leather. No difference for right and left foot. Length of sole, 0.310 m. Pl. 
XXVII b.

F 6501-H1. Pointed high boots, gazma (dual.: gizam). No difference for right 
and left foot. The legs are made of red leather and slope at the top. I he uppers and 
counters are made of brownish-black leather. The soles are flat and made of brown 
leather. Greatest length, 0.500 m. Pl. XXVIIh.

F 768a-b. Pointed half-boots, âstïq. Made of claret coloured leather with no 
difference for right and left foot. Made from sole, upper, and boot leg in two parts 
provided with eyelets and laces of leather. Length of sole, 0.310 m height 0.170 m. 
From Gabla. Locally made, the older type of boot. Pl. XXVIIg.

F 770a-b. Wooden sandals, qabqcib (plural: qabâqïb). Each sandal is cut in
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Fig. 7. Female headgear from Al-Gubbain; a: hood, F 460 f, b: headcloth, F 460 e.
Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan. Vid. Selsk. 7, no. 5. 3



Fig. 8. Pattern diagrams; a: F 460 e, b: F 460 f, c: F 649 a, d: F 650 a, e: F 650 c, f: F 651 a.
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one piece and provided with a leather strap across the foot. No difference for right and 
left foot. 0.300 m long. For use in the street, the yard, and the bath. From Gabla. 
Locally made. Pl. XXVIIe.

Non-Alawite objects
F 684a-b. Leather sandals, sarüh (ncPül). Difference for right and left foot. 

Decorated with gazelle skin. Made from three straps made of white gazelle skin, one 
strap being placed across the instep, the second for insertion of the big toe, and the 
third passing along the outer side of the foot, joining the two others. The sole is made of 
five layers of leather and provided with an extra heel flap; it is 0.300 m long. Purchased 
in Damascus. Type used by the Bedouins. Pl. XXVIIa.

F 685 a—b. Leather sandals, saruh (naíül'). Same design with three joined straps 
as the foregoing sandals and decorated with insertions of red leather. 0.300 m long. 
Purchased in Al-Ladiqiya. Imitation of Bedouin type. Pl. XXVIId.

b. Female
F 651 r-s. Pointed shoes, ïmdâs. Made of red leather with a sole of brown leather, 

0.250 m long. May be replaced by black leather shoes, surmäya, or red leather shoes 
without a point. Pl. XXVIIe.

Non-Alawite objects
F 459a-b. Long pointed boots, (plural: gizam). Made of lemon coloured 

leather bordered at the upper sloping edge by a verdigris green string of silk. The soles 
are made of thick brown leather. At the heel is a spur-like piece of iron. The soles are 
0.300 m long. The boot legs are turned down and show a height of 0.250 m. From 
Hama. Pl. XXVIa.

3. Trousers
a. Male

F 649 a. Trousers, libas, from the verb labisa, which means “to dress up”, and 
which indicates that trousers are the most important garment and that the Alawites, 
like the Turks, are a trouser-wearing people. These trousers are made of coarse white 
and blue striped cotton material. The trousers are made of a breech cloth part shaped 
like a square folded to a triangular centre part inserted between two side parts. This 
design resembles that of the Kurdish male trousers (E 2316).28 A casing is found at the 
top of the trousers. The length is 1.10 m. The width at the top is 1.80 m; the breadth 
of the trouser leg at the bottom is 0.200 m. PZ. XXVIc, fig. 8c.

F 650 a. Under-trousers, ilbas, made of unbleached cotton material. Made of two 
legging parts and a breech cloth part. 1.00 m long. Width at the top, 0.900 m, at the 
bottom of each trouser leg, 0.180 m. Casing at the top. PI. XXVIb, fig. 8d.

28 Hansen, 1961, figs. 73, 77 - Cf. Hansen 1950, 110: trousers with inserted central part.
3*
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F 650 c. Outer or over-trousers, sirwâl, used particularly outside the towns. 
Baggy and made of two side parts and a rectangular centre part. Width at the top, 
1.200 m, at the bottom of each trouser leg, 0.170 m, 1.140 m long. There is a casing 
at the top of the trousers. The cord or string from the casing is not tied in front but 
turned back and tied behind the body. Cf. the trousers stuck on two bamboo sticks as 
part of the hunting equipment, F 673 e. Pl. XXVId, fig. 8e.

b. Female
F 651 a. Trousers, sirwâl. This term, the ordinary one in the mountains, must 

not be confused with the term sirwâl29 used for the male trousers, F 650 c. In the 
Gabla plain the same type of trousers is termed ïlbâs. The trousers are made of dotted 
white or red cotton material with two rectangular side parts or legging parts and one 
square breech cloth part. The seams joining the different parts of the trousers are 
made by sewing machine. Casings are found both at the top and at the bottom of each 
trouser leg. Length, 0.900 m. Width at the top, 0.700 m, at the bottom of each trouser 
leg, 0.350 m. The trousers are worn low, i.e. not fastened around the waist, but resting 
with the upper casing at the trochanter or on the hips. Pl. XXVa, fig. 8 f

F 651b. Trousers, sirwâl, see preceding item, made of a yellow, brown cross
striped, coarse home-spun and -woven cotton material, a speciality of the village of 
Marqab. Casing at the top of the trousers and at the bottom of each trouser leg. The 
seams are hand sewn. Same design as F 651 a. Width at the top, 0.700 m, at the bottom 
of each trouser leg, 0.350 m. Pl. XXVc, fig. 9a.

Non-Alawite objects
F 460 a. Trousers for a Bedouin or peasant woman, sirwâl. Made of thick 

printed cotton, pink in colour and decorated with a pattern of small flowers. Casing 
at the top. A ruffle at the bottom of each trouser leg. Made of two side or legging parts 
and a square central or breech cloth part, cf. male trousers F 649 a. Length, 0.880 m. 
Width at the top, 0.650 m, at the bottom of each trouser leg, 0.200 m. From Al-Gubbain 
near Qal'at al-Mudik. Pl. XXVb, fig. 9b.

4. Jackets a. Male
F 650f. Jacket with short sleeves, sudriya, in the list termed “waistcoat”, which 

indicates that it is some sort of an under-garment. The material is black cotton. The 
jacket is closed down the front opening by means often knot buttons and ten correspond
ing loops, the way in which most Asian garments are closed in contrast to the buttons 
and cut-out button holes used for Western garments. The garment is made of a central 
part or “body” made of one piece of material showing two shoulder seams and two

29 This word is derived from Persian saräwil, Hitti, 1957, 553 note 1, 617.
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e
Fig. 9. Pattern diagrams; a: F 651 b, b: F 460 a, c: F 650 f, d: F 457, e: F 504.
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slits forming the arm holes. The sleeves are attached at a right angle with two square 
gussets in the armpits. (Concerning the cut, cf. F 650h, 662, 680 and 504, which are 
all garments of ‘aba type). The length is 0.550 m. The width measured with the sleeves 
spread out is 0.900 m. Pl. XXV d, fig. 9c.

F 650g. Jacket, sukäya. Made of black cotton and lined with the same material. 
The jacket is of Western style and made with side seams, sloping shoulder seams, and 
sleeves attached at an acute angle. In addition, the jacket is provided with pockets 
with horizontal slit and flaps, with a collar and lapel, with a slit at the back, and is 
closed by means of two flat button holes. This jacket seems to be a local imitation made 
of local material of one of the Western second-hand jackets, which are imported from 
Europe and on sale all over the Middle East. Measured from the shoulder, the jacket 
is 0.670 m long. Pl. XXVIIIa.

b. Female
F 651 j. Jacket, short with long sleeves and no collar, qatüsa, in the list termed 

“waistcoat”. The material is scarlet velvet. The seams are machine-sewn. The sleeves 
put on at an acute angle in cut-out arm holes. This type of garment is Turkish. The 
jacket closes in front from right to left by means of six knot buttons and six correspond
ing loops. Measured from the shoulder, the jacket is 0.380 m long. Pl. XXVIIIb.

F 651 k. Jacket in Western style, sukäya. Ma.de from dark blue velvet lined with 
dark blue silk. The jacket is tailored, tight-fitting, provided with collar, lapel, sloping 
shoulder seams, and sleeves put on at an acute angle in cut-out arm holes. The closing 
is by means of two buttons and two cut-out button holes. The seams are machine-sewn. 
The length measured from the shoulder is 0.600 m. Pl. XXIXa.

Non-Alawite objects
F 457. Jacket from Damascus used by Bedouin or peasant women, darrä‘a. 

Made of violet-blue cloth and lined with shining black cotton. On the outside the jacket 
is richly decorated with black braiding and embroidery. Made of nine square pieces 
of material: one back, two front pieces, two side pieces, two sleeve pieces and two square 
gussets for the armholes. The sleeves are thus put on at a right angle, and all seams are 
straight. Length, 0.750 m. Width measured with outstretched sleeves, 1.300 m. Pl. 
XXIXb, fig. 9d.

F 460 h. Jacket for Bedouin or peasant women, darrä‘a. From Al-Gubbain 
near Qal'at al-Mudik. Made of brown cloth lined with black cotton. On the outside 
it is richly decorated with black and brown braiding and embroidery. Made from nine 
square pieces of material (cf. F 457). Length, 0.780 m. Width measured with the sleeves 
spread out, 1.430 m. Pl. XXXa.

A jacket like F 457 and F 460h is sometimes termed qudsïya, i.e. from Al-Quds 
(Jerusalem), cf. the term bagdâdï for the light brown camel hair cloak, ‘abäya, im
ported from 'Iraq.
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Fig. 10. Pattern diagrams; a: F 649 c, b: F 650 h, c: F 681, d: F 680 (top to the left).
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5. Garments open in iront   .1 a. Male
F 504. Bath robe, burnus hammam, to be used after a “Turkish” bath. The 

Gibâ here termed maslah is provided with long sleeves and with a hood, dbüGi or 
taqïya, and Lied together with a string, band, sewn on al the back of the garment. 
The material is coarse white cotton material with shining and dull stripes. The shining 
stripes are decorated with a pattern of birds embroidered in white and silver thread. 
The design is the same as that of F 662 and 680 below. Two rectangular sleeves and 
a square hood, 0.350x0.400 m, are added to the sack-shaped body. Length, 1.350 m. 
Width, 1.360 m. The garment is a speciality of Hama, where it was purchased. Pl. 
XXXIIb, fig. 9 e.

F 649 c. Caftan, suqa, in the town termed qumbdz. Made of white and blue striped 
cotton material, lightly crimped. It is unlined. Made of a back and two front parts, 
the latter with sloping front edges. Back and front parts are joined in straight shoulder 
scams. The two sleeves are put on at a right angle and each provided with two gussets 
sewn together in the armpit. There are two bidtons at the round neck-opening, and 
lower down at the middle of each front edge, a string, sewn of the material, for closing 
the garment. The length of the garment is 1.400 m. Width measured with outstretched 
sleeves is 1.660 m. Pl. XXXb, fig. 10 a.

F 650h. Sack-shaped cloak of felt, qdbdn or kiibdn, with hood. The material is 
undved felt decorated with a pattern of dyed felt, in the colours dark and light brown, 
which has been applied in the same way as the decoration of felt carpets. The design 
is the same as the design of the following fabas. However, this garment is made by 
felting and without sewing except on top of the hood, where there is a curved, sewn 
seam. The length of the garment is 1.050 m. The width of the garment is 0.750 m. 
The hood is 0.400 m high at the back. Pl. XXXIa, fig. 10b.

Non-Alawite garments
F 681. Caftan, qumbâz, from Inner Syria, purchased in Hama. Made of yellowish- 

white silk with light blue longitudinal stripes. The garment is lined with white cotton. 
The front and back are in one piece, and there are four side pieces placed two by two 
at each side. Two long sleeves put on at a right angle, two extra front pieces, one added 
to each side of the front. Length, 1.380 m. Width with outstretched sleeves, 1.700 m 
cf. F 649c. Pl. XXXc, fig. 10c.

F 680. Sack-shaped cloak or cabdya, from Inner Syria, purchased in Hama. 
Made from a square mantle, 2.600x1.350 m, sewn together of two lengths of brown 
and white cross-striped reps, a sort of woven woollen material, the loom width of which 
is 0.635 m. The two lengths are sewn together at a horizontally placed seam. The result, 
a square mantle, is provided with two 0.200 m deep, longitudinally placed slits at the 
upper edge. Thereafter the mantle is folded and sewn together so as to make two 
horizontally placed shoulder seams, while a 0.200 m wide space remains between the 
two front edges. Gold embroidery decorates the neck opening and stretches half-way 
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lining. The garment is made from a “body” consisting of a front and back in one piece 
of material and four triangular side-pieces, which only reach to the armpits where 
gussets are inserted. The sleeves are put on at a right angle. The neck opening is circular 
and continues into a breast slit. Length of garment, 1.410 m. Width with outstretched 
sleeves, 1.640 m. Pl. XXXV b, fig. 12 a.

F 454. Undergown with long sleeves ending in narrow cuffs, tub, for a peasant 
or Bedouin woman. Made in Aleppo from coarse, black and white spotted cotton ma
terial. The material is “fleecy” at the back. Same design as the foregoing (F 455). 
Length, 1.410 m. Width with outstretched sleeves, 1.760 m. Pl. XXXVI a, fig. 12b.

F 460 b. Undergown with long sleeves ending in narrow cuffs, tub, for a peasant 
woman from Al-Gubbain near Qal'at al-Mudïk. Made from yellow, green and reddish- 
brown printed cotton. Designed in the same way as the foregoing (F 455). The seams 
are machine-sewn. Length, 1.200 m. Width with outstretched, 1.360 m. Pl. XXXVI b, 
fig. 12 c.

F 460c. Undergown with long sleeves ending in narrow cuffs, tüb, for a peasant 
woman from Al-Gubbain near Qal'at al-Mudïk. Handmade of white cotton decorated 
with a printed pattern of pink figures. At the bottom there is a 0.070 m broad transverse 
stripe of blue spotted cotton material. Design the same as the foregoing (F 455). The 
length of the garment is 1.300 m. Width measured with outstretched sleeves is 1.480 m. 
Pl. XXXVIIa, fig. 12d.

F 460 d. Overgown with long sleeves each gathered into a narrow cuff, qub(a at the 
bottom. For a peasant woman from Al-Gubbain near Qal'at al-Mudïk. Made in 
Aleppo, machine-sewn, of heavy black artificial silk or rayon. At the top there is a 
lining in the shape of a square piece of striped and spotted cotton material placed 
diagonally. Design is the same as the foregoing (F 455). The length of the garment is 
1.400 m. The width with outstretched sleeves is 1.500 m. Pl. XXXVIIb.

B. Types of Costumes

The individual garments have now been examined and grouped according to 
type. Now we will make complete costumes from individual garments. All garments 
in the collection which were acquired as single garments and not as part of complete 
costumes will be excluded. These garments were, nevertheless, of great value during 
the examination of the types of garment and types of cut of Syrian costumes. Complete 
costumes will be examined with regard to any conclusions that may be drawn con
cerning the different types of costume inside the area visited, and finally the relations 
of these costumes to costumes in neighbouring areas.

The following four complete costumes can be built up out of garments brought 
home to the Ethnographical Department of the Danish National Museum by the Carls
berg Expedition to Phoenicia. Two male costumes and one female costume originate 
from the Alawites proper, while the fourth costume, a female costume, is from the 
Syrian Bedouins.
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F 651 f. Gown, fustán, made of light blue-green patterned, printed cotton. The 
gown is made up of a tight-fitting bodice with long sleeves inserted in cut-out armholes 
and ending in ruffles. The neck-opening is circular, and the bodice is closed along the 
left shoulder by means of one knot button with corresponding loop. A floor-length 
skirt is gathered to the bodice and ends at the bottom in a 0.330 m broad ruffle.31 
On the outside of the left side of the skirt is a pocket. The length of the gown is 1.400 m. 
Width with sleeves spread out c. 1.450 m. PI. XXXIV a.

Non-Alawite garments
F 453. Undergown with funnel-shaped sleeves, tüb gäz, for a peasant or Bedouin 

woman.32 Made by hand in Hama as a speciality which is now dying out.
The material of the gown is a dark brown, loosely woven cotton decorated with 

yellow and red spots produced by the tie-and-dye or plangi technique, which, among 
other places, is well known in India.

The gown is a closed garment designed with a “body” consisting of a front and 
a back in one piece to which are added two shoulder-pieces and four sloping side
pieces inserted two by two in the side seams. The sleeves are long and funnel-shaped, 
and put on at a right angle with gussets made of black cotton material inserted in the 
armpits. The neck opening is rather small, circular and continues into a vertical breast 
slit. At the breast, in front, there is a lining of red, patterned cotton material. Along the 
neck opening and slit, a bordering of black satin is sewn on by machine. The slit 
closes by a push button. Length of the garment is 1.300 m. Width of the garment meas
ured with outstretched sleeves, 1.300 m. Pl. XXXIVb.

F 661. Gown with funnel-shaped sleeves, wurdain or ardan, for a Bedouin 
woman. The garment is hand-made of black raw silk decorated with a geometrical 
pattern of yellow and reddish brown spots produced by tie-and-dye or plangi dyeing. 
Made of a front and back in one piece of material, four side-pieces joined two by two 
by straight shoulder-seams. The funnel-shaped sleeves are put on at a right angle with 
inserted gussets in the armpits. The shape of the neck opening seems not to be original; 
it is rather large and lined with grey silk. This gown is worn by married women of 
the ‘Anaza tribe who make the gowns themselves. This specimen was acquired in the 
neighbourhood of Hama. It was purchased forty-live years ago, c. 1930, by a now 
retired justice of peace in Gabla. The garment is 1.300 m long and is 1.350 m wide 
with outstretched sleeves. Pl. XXXVa, fig. lid.

F 455. Work gown with long narrow sleeves, qub(a, for peasant or Bedouin 
woman. From Ma'arat an-Numän.

The garment is made of coarse ochre-coloured cotton material. At the breast and 
at the back a square piece of scarlet cotton with yellow spots is placed diagonally as a

31 Jouin, 1934, 492: "volant au fostan” from the time of the existence of an “État des Alaouites”.
32 Found among the Bedouin women’s costumes only. Cf. : Stein, 1964, 202 - Jouin, 1934, 491 - 

Dalman, 1937, from Palestine, figs. 42, 88, 89 — Tilke, 1923, fig. 35, who declares that funnel-shaped sleeves 
are found from the Southern Caucasus to Eastern Arabia - Hansen, 1961, figs. 51, 66 woman’s kirtle from 
Kurdistan.
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clown the front opening of this sack-shaped cloak-like garment. By men, it is worn 
resting upon the shoulders. The length is 1.350 m. The width is 1.400 m. PI. XXXIb, 
fig. 10 d.

F 662. Sack-shaped cloak or ‘abriga. Made of black woollen material. Same 
design as the foregoing (F 680). Length, 1.400 m. Width 1.500 m. Gold embroidery 
around the neck opening, along the front edges, along the shoulder seams and around 
the arm slits. Purchased in Damascus, in the area of the süq, where the Bedouins buy 
their garments. This cloak can be used by both men and women. While the man wears 
the ‘abaya resting upon the shoulders, the woman wears it over the head.30 Pl. XXXIc.

6. Garments to be pulled over the head: Shirts and gowns

a. Male
F 649 b. Shirt, qamis, worn over a pair of trousers, ilbas, of the same material. 

Of white striped cotton material, the garment is made of a front part and a back, 
both gathered into a yoke. The long sleeves are put on at right angles with gussets in 
the arm pits. A ribbon-shaped band of material is sewn along the neck opening. The 
garment closes along the right shoulder seam by means of two knot buttons and cor
responding loops. The length is 0.850 m. The width is 1.660 m measured with out
spread sleeves. Pl. XXXIIa, fig. 11a.

F 650 b. Shirt, qamis, worn over white under-trousers, Ubas. Made of indigo blue 
cotton. Shaped like a gown with long sleeves. Made from a front part gathered by smock
ing into a yoke, a back plaited to the yoke, two long sleeves put on at a right angle with 
gussets in the arm pits, and a ribbon-like band round the neck-opening. The garment 
is closed at the left shoulder by means of two black knot buttons with corresponding 
loops. Length, 0.750 m. Width with outstretched sleeves, 0.600 m. Pl. XXXIIIa, fig. 
lib.

F 650 e. Short blouse, inariül, worn hanging loosely outside the trousers. Made 
from a front and a back cut out of one piece of material, thus without shoulder seams. 
The long sleeves are put on at a right angle and gussets are inserted in the arm pits. 
A square piece of material is sewn on in the shape of a diamond around the neck 
opening. The material is black cotton. Length, 0.900 m. Width measured with out
stretched sleeves, 1.800 m. Pl. XXXIIIb, fig. lie.

b. Female
F 651c. Undergown, slip or shift, qamis, worn over the trousers. The gown is 

made of white cotton material decorated with hand-made embroidery, coloured along 
the borders and at the breast. It has short puffed sleeves inserted in cut-out armholes. 
Four vertical tucks in front shape the garment to the waist and make it fit. Length, 0.980 
m. Width, 0.940 m. Pl. XXXIIc.

30 Cf. Jouin, 1934, 490 - Stein, 1967, 43 - Chehab, 1942-43, 50 - Hansen, 1961, figs. 59, 60, 61: 
Aba (E. 2331).
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Fig. 11. Pattern diagrams; a: F 649 b, b: F 650 b, c: F 650 e, d: F 661.
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Fig. 12. Pattern diagrams; a: F 455, b: F 454, c: F 460 b, d: F 460 c.
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Male Costumes from the Alawites Proper, tïab talaiviym33

33 Cf. : App. I No. 2 for the description by Ritter, Die Erdkunde, 986.
34 Cf.: Weulersse, 1940, I, 250.
35 Weulersse, 1940, I, 250 - Cf. Stein, 1967, 43 - Chehab, 1942-43, 70.

F 649 a-g. tiïb ‘alaivï. This costume is mainly used during the summer in the 
town. However, it can also be used elsewhere at any time.34

The costume consists of seven garments: a) a pair of trousers, Ubas, made of 
blue and white striped cotton material, pl. XXVI c, fig. 8 c, b) shirt, qamïs, with long 
sleeves and made of white striped cotton material. It is an important feature of this 
costume that the shirt is worn hanging loosely outside the trousers, pl. XXXIIa, fig. 
11a. The outer garment c) a gown, suqa, made of white and blue striped material. 
In town this sort of caftan is termed qiimbäz. It is closed to the left by means of a string, 
pl. XXXb, fig. 10a. Round the outside of the caftan is wrapped d) a sash, zinnär, 
made of greyish, artificial silk, pl. XVIa. In town, a jacket or a European, knee
length, old-fashioned, so-called “paletot” may be worn as an extra outer garment.

The headwear consists of e) a cap, taqiya, made of white cotton material em
broidered in yellow, pl. XHIb. Sometimes this cap is supplemented by a square head
scarf folded over and placed as a triangular headcover secured by a woollen head 
string, the characteristic Arab headwear.35 The footwear consists of f—g) a pair of 
pointed shoes, ínulas, made of red leather, pl. XXVII b, which can be replaced by a pair 
of black leather shoes without point surmäya, or by a pair of long boots or half-boots.

F 650 a-m. tub calaivL This costume is regarded as the genuine male costume 
among the Alawites and is particularly used by the country people. The costume is 
built up of thirteen garments: a) under-trousers, ïlbâs, made of unbleached cotton 
material, pl. XXVIb, fig. 8d, b) shirt, qamis, long-sleeved and made of blue cotton 
material, pl. XXXIIIa, fig. lib. The shirt is worn hanging loosely outside the trousers. 
The third garment c) is a pair of very baggy outer-trousers, sirwal, made of black cotton 
material,/)/. XXVId, fig. 8e. Outside the trousers, in order to fasten them, there is d) 
a scarf, samla, pl. XVIb. Outside the shirt, a short blouse e), marïül, is worn like 
the shirt hanging loosely outside the trousers. It is made of black cotton material, pl. 
XXXIII b, fig. 11c.

This blouse can be replaced by a short-sleeved jacket f), sudriya, pl. XXV d, 
fig. 9c, and it is emphasized that only one of these two garments, e-f) is worn at a 
time. Outside one of the garments is worn g) a jacket, sukäya, the type and cut of which 
are inspired by European fashion, pl. XXVIIIa.

In the country and in bad weather an extra outer garment is worn, h) a mantle 
with a hood, qûbân or kübän, which is made of undyed felt, pl. XXXIa, fig. 10 b. 
This garment is, of course, specially valuable for shepherds and mountain people, 
especially in winter.

The genuine Alawite male headdress consists of three parts: i) a cap of felt, 
libada, pl. XIIIc, over which is worn j) a square head cloth folded to a triangular head 
cover, kuffiya, pl. XVb. The specimen in question is made of black silk material. 
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However, other brighter colours may be worn, although black is the favorite, as in 
Arab headdresses. This scarf is secured on the head by means of k) the head cord, 
brim, or laqäl, made of black silk, pl. XVa, resembling those of coarse brown wool 
among the Bedouins and the peasants of Inner Syria.

The footwear consists of 1-m) a pair of long boots, gazina, the upper part made 
of red leather, the rest of black leather, pl. XXVIIh. The boots may also be made 
entirely of either black or red leather. The footwear may also consist of short boots, 
âstïq, of European fashion.

Considering these two male Alawite costumes, it seems that no “caftan” belongs 
to the genuine Alawite costume. The outer garment appears to be a blouse, a shirt or 
a jacket, i.e. garments which only cover the hips and do not conceal the trousers. 
The “caftan” belonging to the costume first described F649a-g is an Arab-Syrian 
element combined with the Turkish trouser costume.

The type of costume with the baggy trousers shows strong affinity with the Turkish 
male costume, that came into existence in the 19th century, c. 1832, when the long 
Turkish caftans reaching to the feet were replaced by short jackets and waistcoats, a 
type of male costume we find, for instance, well preserved in Serbia or Yugoslavia in 
the Balkans. In this connection it should be noticed that the military forces of Amir 
Ahmad al-Gazzär in cAkkâ, who from c. 1780 to 1804 dominated Syria, most of Le
banon and Palestine, included a cavalry corps of 800 Bosnians and Albanians.35a 
The basis of the Alawite male costume must be said to be Turkish. Arabe lements are 
found in the shape of the “caftan” mentioned above and in the headdress consisting 
of cap, headcloth and head cord.

The third influence that we must expect to find in the male costume of the Ala
wites is European. This is seen in the kind of footwear, which is always the first element 
of costume to be replaced by the stronger, more durable European shoes and boots.

European second-hand garments in the shape of jackets, coats, redingotes and 
other types of male sleeved garments have in the last century been exported to and 
sold in the Middle East as substitutes for the genuine Eastern types of jackets and 
caftans. In every süq in the towns of the Middle East such garments have been on sale 
and are on sale to-day, while every pedlar, travelling with his donkey round the villages, 
is able to open his bundles and spread out a selection of such second-hand European 
jackets, sometimes even carrying labels from the best known shops in Savile Row 
in London.

In many cases these tailored European jackets are bought and worn as substitutes 
for the old-fashioned native jackets, or the cut of the European tailored garments 
exerts a certain influence upon the cut of the native jackets, etc.

In the genuine Alawite male costume examined some Central Asian elements 
are found too. The felt mantle (F 650 h) has its parallel in the felt mantles worn by the 
men of Afghanistan and the pointed boots (F 6501-m) resemble the pointed boots, 
made without any difference for the right and left feet, within the Mongolian area of 

35a Cf. Hitti, 1957, 689.
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Central Asia. However, pointed shoes and boots are indigenous in the Alawite area, 
as shown e.g. in the so-called Late Hittie art.35b

Female Costumes from the Alawites36
F 651 a—s. tûb ‘alawiya. The costume may be worn both by an unmarried girl, 

bint, and by a married woman, hirma. In the latter case an amulet is added at the right 
side of the bosom.

The costume is built up from eleven different garments: a—b) two different speci
mens of trousers, both long, reaching to the ankles. The trouser legs are gathered round 
the ankles, pl. XXV a, figs. 8 f, 9 a. In the mountains, yellow material is generally used 
and trousers made of this material are called siriväl. On the plain, red material is pre
ferred and the term for the trousers is ilbas.

Hanging loosely over the trousers c) there is an undergown, slip or shift, a garment 
with short puffed sleeves, garnis, pl. XXXIIc. Hanging either under or tied over this 
slip is d) a small bag, gaiba, pl. XXIIa, in which is placed e) a handkerchief, mahrami, 
pl. XXIIb.

The outer garment is f) the long, long-sleeved gown, fustán, made of light blue 
cotton material, pl. XXXIVa. However, other favorite colours for female gowns may 
be yellow, pink and scarlet. Often this gown is not worn at home or when doing the 
housework. At work, the ruffle at the bottom of the garment is tucked up and a bit of 
it fastened to the belt so as to expose the trousers underneath. Il becomes obvious that 
the female Alawite costume is not a gown costume, but a trouser costume akin to 
the Turkish female costume.

The amulet that a married woman wears at the right side of the breast consists 
of an irregularly shaped, semi-transparent white stone, two round, milk-white beads, 
one blue bead, a jagged button of blue porcelain, and a small blue hand made of plastic. 
All these objects are threaded side by side on a common cotton siring. The amulet is 
said to protect against the “evil eye’’, and to improve the flow of milk if the woman 
in question is suckling a baby.

Around the waist g-h) a sash, zinnär, may be worn, pl. XXb, a. It is tied outside 
the fustán; if no fustán is worn then it is tied at the waist over the undergown or shift. 
There are two kinds of sash. One g) is triangular and made from half of a male head
scarf. The other kind h) is quadrangular and of striped silk material.

Over the shift, if no gown is worn, or over both shift and gown, the apron or 
open skirt, i) mahzám, is worn, pl. XXIVa. It is difficult to choose the right term for 
this square or rectangular piece of material which, by means of two strings sewn to 
the upper corners of the garment, is tied around the waist. During work, the two corners 
at the bottom of the garment are lifted up and tucked in at the waist.

Outside the gown, two jackets j-k) are worn, one above the other. Both have long

35b Cf. E. Akurgal, Orient und Okzident. Baden-Baden 1966, 91, 95 fig. 22a, 126 fig. 30.
36 Cf. Weulersse, 1940, I, 250.
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sleeves. The under jacket j) qatüsa, is collarless and made of scarlet velvet and rather 
short, pl. XXVIII b. This under jacket may, however, be made of black or blue material. 
If this jacket is worn outside the fustán or gown, the earlier mentioned married woman’s 
amulet is worn on this jacket instead of on the gown.

The outer jacket, k) sukäya, is longer, provided with a collar and facing or lapel, 
and is tailored, which means that, similar to European or Western jackets, it is shaped 
after the human body, pl. XXIXa. The material is blue velvet: however, also black and 
scarlet may be used. Like the women of medieval Europe, the Alawite women pay 
great attention to which colours are put together in the same costume. The sukäya and 
the qatusa must be of different colours.

The most complicated part of the Alawite female costume is the headgear, which 
is built up from several different elements. The hair itself is plaited into two plaits 
lengthened by means of p) two hair strings, termed dafayir in the country and gdila in 
town, fig. 5. At the top, the two hair strings are divided into three strings plaited into 
the two plaits of hair. The other ends of the hair strings are combined and decorated 
by an amulet, higab. The amulet itself consists of a piece of square paper upon which 
a few sentences from some sura in the Qur 'an, or some magic combination of numerals, 
have been written. Nobody knows the exact contents, because the paper has been 
carefully folded and covered with a pretty sewn-on cover resembling a tiny bag of 
scarlet material.

On the head the Alawite woman wears 1) a round cap of scarlet or white felt 
decorated with a blue silk tassel, tarbüs, pl. XVIIa. Around the cap is worn m) a tri
angular head cloth, hsanïya, pl. XVIIIb. Like the sash g), this head cloth is made from 
half a man’s head cloth. The triangular cloth is tied with a double knot at the back of 
the head. The head cloth carries q) a forehead ornament of gold or silver, sa/fa, con
sisting of a chain provided with fastening hooks at each end, pl. XXIa. The specimen 
acquired has a crescent-shaped silver object, natur, in the centre of the chain among 
silver coins hanging in loops. This ornament may also be worn at the breast, and in 
this case it is termed kurdän. Over this head cloth, lied with a double knot at the back, 
one of two different kerchiefs is worn, both termed mandil. The first n) is square, 
folded diagonally, tied under the chin and made of white muslin, pl. XIXa. It is used 
for domestic activities and in the house. The second o) is oblong, and made of loosely 
woven, whitish, raw silk, pl. XIXb. This head cloth or kerchief may be wound round 
the head in the following way. From the left side of the head one end of the kerchief 
is carried under the chin, along the right side of the face and up over the head, down 
along the left side of the face, and then carried across the face in such a way that the 
mouth is hidden and for a second time up over the top of the head. The end of the ker
chief hangs down in front of the left shoulder.

Like the Armenian women, it thus seems that the Alawite women sometimes cover 
the mouth. However, like the Bedouin women and some Syrian peasants, they are 
never veiled, i. e. cover the face up to the eyes, as did the Turkish muslim women of 
the upper class, or carry a black veil hiding the whole face like the Arab women in the 

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 7, no. 5. 4 
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towns and villages of Inner Syria and ‘Iraq. This last type of veil was also found in 
villages in Turkey and had spread to the Balkans, where it is now abolished.

The footwear consists of r-s) a pair of pointed shoes, ïmdâs, made of leather, 
which may be replaced by shoes without point, surmaya, made of red or black leather, 
pl. XXII c.

Non-Alawite Female Costumes37
F 460 a-h. Fellah woman’s costume from Al-Gubbain near QaTat al-Mudik. 

The name of the owner was Hilfa married to ‘Ahmad al-Hussain. The costume is 
complete with the exception of a belt (or sash) and footwear : as replacements a leather 
belt and a pair of leather boots were acquired according to the woman’s own choice, 
(see below). The costume is made up of eight garments. As was the case for the other 
costumes examined, the trousers are regarded as the basis of the costume and will be 
dealt with first. The costume builds upon the following elements, a) a pair of trousers, 
siriväl, made of flowered pink cotton material and characterized by the ruffle at the 
bottom of each trouser leg, pl. XXV b, fig. 9b. Over this pair of trousers, three long, 
long-sleeved gowns are worn, one over the other: b) undergown, l üb, made of yellow 
printed cotton material, pl. XXXVIb, fig. 12c, c) undergown, tub, made of pink flowered 
cotton material, pl. XXXVII a, fig. 12d, d) overgown or outer gown, qub'a, made of 
black artificial silk, generally termed rayon, pl. XXXVIIb. Above these three full- 
length gowns, a jacket h) darra'a is worn, pl. XXXa. It is of an old untailored type 
made of brown wool on which black braid decorations are sewn. The jacket reaches to 
the hips and hangs rather loosely around the body.

As usual, the headgear constitutes the most complicated part of the female costume. 
In this case it is made up of three elements, a hood, a turban and a big kerchief. The 
hood f), qattâbïya, covers the top of the head, the back of the head and frames the 
face, figs. 7a, 8 b. The turban e), sambar, is placed over the hood and wound around 
the head, figs. 7b, 8a. The third element is a large square, black kerchief g) 'asaba, 
pl. XXIIIb. This kerchief is worn over the head over the hood and the turban.

F 458. Leather belt, kaniar, intended to be worn around the woman’s waist 
over the three gowns and under the jacket, fig. 6.

F 459 a-b. A pair of yellow leather boots, gizma; originally a pair of long boots 
of which the upper part of the legs has been turned down to half the length. They seem 
to have been worn in this fashion. Pl. XXVIa.

These two specimens of female costume give us the opportunity of comparing 
the female Alawite costume with that worn by a genuine Arab woman.

What influence do we find in the Alawite female costume from the Arab, Turkish 
and European cultures? With respect to the genuine Alawite female costume, the 
trousers are Arab in cut,38 but Turkish in their use as the main visible garment. The 
gown, the fustán, is Arab in use, worn over the trousers, but European in shape and

37 Cf. Musil, 1928, 125: women’s clothing among the Rwala Bedouins.
38 Hansen, 1968, woman’s trousers fig. 27.
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cut. The apron of the Alawite female costume, like the covering of the mouth, has its 
parallel among the Armenian women. The jackets are Turkish in type, and the use of 
jackets by the Arabs is due to influence from Turkish dress.

The garments open in front like jackets, and “caftans” belong to another dress 
family39 than the closed gowns and shirts which originally characterized the Arab 
scheme of dress. The headwear must be called Turkish being based upon a cap, 
tarbüs, as compared to the typical Arab turban and other wrap-around types of 
headwear.

V. Hunting Equipment

Among the Alawites hunting may be called a sort of trade. The Arab term for 
hunting and fishing, said, is the same term. Rifles and guns are used for hunting 
besides the hunting equipment brought to the Museum, among which the presence of 
bird-lime twigs indicates the possibility that the old hunting equipment may have been 
bow and arrow. Small birds are captured by means of bird-lime twigs. This form of 
bird hunting has fallen out of use long ago in most parts of Syria, but it is still practised 
in the environs of Gabla. The equipment, which was manufactured in Gabla, consists 
of the twigs and a basket in which they are carried.

F 507 a-b. A quiver of wickerwork containing bird-lime twigs, pl. XXXVIII f. 
The quiver, ândïl, a) is lorpodo-shaped, 0.680 m long, and made of light osiers. It is 
carried like an arrow quiver suspended from a shoulder strap, 0.740 m long, made of 
cotton tape. The bird-lime twigs b), hilf dibbiq, are wooden sticks, hilf, pointed at one 
end and the other made sticky by means of a glue, dibbiq, made from the pulp of the 
white, globular berries of a special sort of tree—a sort of snowberry?—mixed with 
honey, lasal, in the proportion of ten to two. Originally, arrows with the blunt end dipped 
into glue may have been shot into the branches and trunks of trees as a bird-catching 
device. The bird-lime twigs are 0.730 m long and fixed by means of the pointed end; 
they are attached to trees so that they look like growing twigs. Quails, nafga, plural 
nufüg, are captured by means of a complicated set of implements that acts like a sort 
of trap. The specimen was acquired in Sükäs.

F 673 a-g. Component parts of a trap for hunting quails consisting of a net, two 
bamboo canes, a twig, a pair of male trousers, and an additional two bamboo canes, 
pl. XXXVIIIa, g, figs. 13, 74. The net a), sabaka, is made of white cotton material, 
a square of 1.750x2.200 m. One of the longer sides is drawn together by a string and 
reduced to a length of 0.380 m. Two canes (b-c) are fastened to the two short sides of 
the net. The length of these two canes is 1.750 m, the same as the length of the two short 
sides of the net. The net is placed on the ground and the gathered long side and the two 
sides stiffened by canes are held in place by stones. The fourth side of the net is lifted at the 
middle by means of a twig (d) hazüq, 0.600 m long. This stick is partially peeled, sharp
ened to a point at one end, and placed upright, thus forming an entrance to the net trap.

39 Hansen, 1950, 102-103.
4*
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Figs. 13, 14. Chasing quails into a trap, F 673 a-g, near Gabla.

The quails are chased into the net trap by means of a stand, the so-called qanäsa, 
made from old male trousers (e) carried spread out to their full breadth by the two 
bamboo canes (f-g). The male trousers (e), sintiyän or siriväl, are of black cloth and 
very worn. They are sewn together from a very large breech cloth part and two legging 
parts. A row of pleats or tucks gather the trousers at the waist. The trousers are 0.850 in 
long and 1.800 m in width, (cf. the male trousers F 650 c, photograph and dia
gram). The two canes (f-g) are c. 1.300 m long and thrust into each leg of the 
trousers (e).

Using this qanäsa, the hunter frightens the quails into the net trap, which falls 
down the moment the upright stick (d) falls over. The qanäsa has an alarming effect 
upon the quails, because its shadow has a certain resemblance to the awe-inspiring 
shadow of an eagle. This set of implements for quail hunting is very much used in the 
plain of Gabla, especially after the cotton harvest. Small birds may also be captured 
by means of a larger bird. This is a sort of falconry (cf. equipment for falconry in 
Bahrain Ethn. Dept. F 643-647) which, however, is not practised with falcons but 
with hawks, bäsiq.'w

F 674a-g. Equipment for bird hunting using a hawk. It consists of a set of 
strings for tying the hawk, a wrist protector for the hunter, two small bells, a bag 
and a walking stick. The equipment was acquired in Gabla, pl. XXXVIIIb-e, figs. 
15a, b, 16, 17.

The strings (a-b), sibiq or isbäf are made of yellow or red cotton thread and 
provided at each end with crocheted loops, kundiyät, which are placed around Lhe 
legs of the hawk. Folded double, the strings measure 0.600 m in length.

40 Cf. App. I No. 2, Ritter, Die Erdkunde, 891.
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Fig. 15. Hawking equipment; a: glove, F 674 c, b: string for tying the hawk. From Gabla.

Wrist protector or “glove” (c), kaff, is a heart-shaped piece of leather provided 
with a wrist strap and cuffs for the two fingers. 0.160 m long. This leather protector is 
worn on the left hand of the hunter, who carries the hawk on this hand.

Two small bells (d-e), garas, made of brass and each provided with a loop. 
Diameter of each bell, 0.020 m. One of the loops is wound around with white thread 
forming two strings, 0.110 m long, which are tied to the hawk so that it can be heard 
when away chasing the prey.

Game bag (f), santa. A square bag with a flap made of red-brown leather.
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Figs. 16, 17. The hunter with hawk and equipment, F 674 a-g, at Gabla.

Fringed along the edges, a net of strings at the front. It is carried by a 0.810 m long 
leather strap and measures 0.290x0.360 m without the fringes.

Walking stick (g) dikkäsa. A simple peeled branch, slightly crooked, and 1.400 m 
long. It comes from a mid berry tree, tüt.

acquired by the Expedition. They are of four kinds; wind-instruments or flutes, both 
single and double instruments, string instruments namely violins, and percussion in
struments such as drums and castanets.

VI. Musical Instruments41

Musical
on occasions

instruments are used by shepherds watching their flocks, at weddings, and 
when people wish to dance. Six specimens of musical instruments were

Wind Instruments
F 658. Flute, nai, purchased in Gabla, but made in Baniyäs. It is a straight, 

smooth, round bamboo pipe, decorated with a spot pattern burnt into the surface, and 
with a row of five holes. The mouthpiece is a truncated cone of metal, 0.045 m long, 
kept tilted against the lips during play. Full length, 0.540 m. PI. XLb, fig. 18 b.

F 656. Flute, nai, purchased in Gabla, but made in Baniyäs. It is unfinished 
and consists of a straight, smooth, round bamboo pipe decorated with spots and lines 
burnt into the surface. It has six holes placed in a row and is provided with a conical 
mouthpipe 0.075 m long. Full length 0.640 m. Pl. XLa, fig. 18a.

41 See Sachsse, Palästinensische Musikinstrumente, Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palästina-Vereins I, 
Leipzig 1927, 19-66, 117-172, and BaSir Zuhdi in AASyr. 22, 1972, 81-121.
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Fig. 18 a. Flute F 656, b: flute F 658, c: double flute F 122, d: double flute F 676, all made in Baniyäs.
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F 122. “Double flute’’, argüí or migiviz, purchased in Hama. Said to be the 
typical Bedouin and peasant ilute or instrument. Full length, 0.342 m. Same construc
tion as the following. Pl. XLc, fig. 18 c.

F 676. “Double flute’’, as the preceding made in Baniyäs. However, it is found 
in use all over Syria. It is constructed of two pipes of bamboo placed side by side, 
lied together at the lower end by fine strings and stuck together at the upper end by 
means of a layer of bitumen. It is provided with a separate mouthpiece of fine bamboo. 
Full length, 0.340 m, p/. XLd, fig. 18 d. In fact, this type of instrument is a clarinet 
rather than a flute. It probably descends from the ancient “double flutes”, the auloi.41a

String instruments
F 675 a—b. One-stringed violin, rabübaf2 with bow, lûd, both made in Gabla, 

pl. XXXIXa. The violin43 (a) is covered with gazelle leather and consists of an almost 
rectangular sounding board running into a straight neck. The violin’s single string is 
made of horse hair. The full length of the violin is 0.710 m. On the back of the sound
ing board, which measures 0.300x0.160x0.085 m, is fastened a piece of paper upon 
which is written a so-called “cätäba verse” which is a reproach to one’s beloved. In 
translation it runs as follows: “Oh Zainab, who flung me to the ground (and made me 
feel miserable)?... (and lied me) with bond, which drove away the pleasure and ... 
in my heart hit by grief ... and ... may misfortune and fortune reach you from all 
sides ... Ahmad ‘All.”

The bow (b) is made of bamboo and provided with a string made of black 
horsehair lengthened with thread. Full length, 0.690 m. In a curved position, 0.580 m.43a

Percussion instruments
F 678. Hand drum or tap, darbakkaf11 made in Idlib and used in Gabla. Made 

of red-brown earthenware and provided with a drum skin or drum head of white 
skin which is fastened with strings at both ends of the drum. The drum has a broad 
carrying strap of woven material. The drum is 0.385 m high, the diameter at lop and 
at bottom, 0.260 m. Pl. XLe.

F 677 a-d. A pair of castanets45 suniig. Purchased in Gabla. The set consists of 
four circular discs, each provided with a leather strap. The discs, which each have a 
bulge in the centre, arc 0.045 m in diameter. Pl. XXXIXb.

41a Cf. K. Schlestnger, The Greek Aulos, London 1939. H. Husmann, Grundlagen der antiken und 
orientalischen Musikkultur, Berlin 1961, 80, 85, 114. P. Rovsing Olsen, An Aulos in the Danish National 
Museum, in Dansk Aarbog for Musikforskning 1966-67, Copenhagen 1968, 3-9.

42 Cf. Stein, 1964, 201, pl. 36.
43 Sachsse, 1927, 29 no. 14, 48-49, 52-62, 162 pl. 3.
43a For this type of violin, which came to Europe from the Near East during the Middle Ages, 

see Husmann, op.cit., 113-114.
44 Sachsse, 1927, 35-36 nos. 26, 31, 63-64, 159 pl. 8.
45 Sachsse, 1927, 36-37, no. 36, 66 pl. 8.
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VII. Objects Connected with Entertainment

A pair of shadow play figures (F 772 a-b) represent entertainment, pi. XXXIXd. 
The figures are made and used in Gabla. However, Tartus is referred to as the only 
place inside the area of the Alawites where the play is seriously cultivated, and where 
members of the same family have carried out the performance throughout the last 
five hundred years, and continue to do so.

The two shadow play figures each represent one of the principal characters in 
the old—originally Turkish—shadow play Qaraküz (Turkish: Kara Göz).46 The figures 
are cut out of brown leather, either in one piece or in several pieces which are after
wards put together. Two thin twigs, 0.310 and 0.230 m in length respectively, are used 
to make the two figures appear on the stage.

One figure (a) is the character who lends his name to the shadow play, namely 
Qaraküz or “Black Eye’’. This figure is made up of five pieces, namely: head, body, 
two legs and a movable right arm. Height, 0.235 m. The other figure (b) represents 
Ayiväz (Turkish: Haciwad), which means Hâggï 'Aiwäd, the title indicating that he 
has undertaken the pilgrimage, hagg, to Mecca. He is a sort of harlequin or clown and 
carries a pointed turban typical of this character. The figure is made up of four pieces, 
namely: head with turban, body and two legs. Height 0.215 m.

VIII. Objects Connected with the Life-Cycle

A paper festoon used for decoration at a wedding festival is the only object 
connected with the important climaxes of human life, also known as “rites de passage”.

The paper festoon, F 766a-h, ivaraqa zïna, is from Gabla. Locally made. It 
consists of forty-seven figures, which with one exception are all cut out of paper. 
One figure is cut out of a piece of plastic material. Of the forty-seven figures, thirteen 
are cut out of orange-coloured tissue paper, thirteen of lilac paper, eleven of pink 
paper, nine of green paper, and one figure is cut out of scarlet plastic material. Pl. 
XLVIII.

All the figures represent patterns of different garments (a symbolic rendering of 
the bride’s trousseau?), and may be classified in the following eight groups (a-h):

a female triangular sash, zinnär, 0.300 m long: eight specimens.
b female under-trousers, Ubas, 0.250 m long: eight specimens.
c female shift, qamis, 0.300 m long: three specimens.
d female trousers, ilbas, 0.250 m long: six specimens.
e female trousers with ruffles, qurbät, 0.280 m long: six specimens.
f towel, biskir, 0.560 m long: four specimens.
g male trousers, sirwäl, 0.600 m long: four specimens.
h sack-shaped mantle for a man, fabaya, 0.280 m long: eight specimens.
46 Cf. Siyavuçgil, 1955. Luschan, Das Türkische Schattenspiel. Internationales Archiv für Ethno

graphie, 11, 1889, 1, 81, 125, pls. 1-4. - Ritter & Thietze, 1924-1953, I, 7, III, 634.
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The forty-seven figures are fastened to a common string. From one end of the 
string to the other, the eight groups of articles and the five different colours are combined 
and follow each other in the following way:

g (orange), h (lilac), h (orange), g (lilac), f (orange), h (pink), h (green), g (pink), 
f (lilac), h (green), h (pink), b (lilac), b (orange), b (lilac), b (green), h (lilac), h 
(orange), g (green), b (pink), b (orange), f (pink), f (green), c (orange), c (lilac), 
c (pink), c (pink), c (lilac), c (orange), d (orange), d (lilac), d (lilac), d(pink), d(pink), 
d (orange), c (green), c (lilac), c (orange), b (pink), b (green), a (lilac), a (green), 
a (orange), a (orange), a (green), a (lilac), a (pink) and a (scarlet plastic).

IX. Objects Connected with the Religion of Islam

A rosary and seven lithographs represent connection with the religion of Islam. 
However, none of these specimens shows any connection with the special variety of 
Islam, or secret and rather unknown and uninvestigated sect inside unorthodox Islam, 
the Si'ism, which constitutes the religion of the Alawites.

F 773. Rosary, misbaha (from sabaha, to praise), pl. XXXIXc. The rosary 
consists of thirtv-three beads, subha, each made in beadwork of small red and blue 
glass beads, and thread on a string of nylon fastened by a larger bead of oblong 
shape. The rosary is made by convicts in the prison at Hama where much bead
work is produced. It is used at prayers, when meditating, or simply rolled between 
the fingers to pass the time. During prayer the beads may serve to repeat certain 
sentences thirty-three times, or if used three times to enumerate the ninety-nine 
surnames of Allah.468,

Doubled up the rosary measures 0.260 m in length.
The seven lithographs were obtained in Hama, but they are said to have been 

made in Cairo, Egypt. Their motives are of two types. Four of the seven show incidents 
from common Arab legendary history, and are therefore of value or of interest for all 
Muslims. The remaining three show motives from the life of Imäm ‘Ali ibn Talib, the 
cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet Muhammad, married to Fatima, by whom he 
became father of Hassan and Hussain. These three lithographs may be regarded as 
being of chief interest to the adherents of the Si‘a sect, the unorthodox branch or sect 
of the religion of Islam. To the followers of this sect, Imam ‘Ali is regarded as the first 
Imam, that is the leader of prayer and the only approved leader of the community, 
because he was selected by the Prophet personally and of the same family and blood 
as the Prophet.

These three lithographs are therefore of interest to all followers of the Si'a sect. 
However, nothing in the motives shows any relation to the special sub-sect within the 
Si‘a sect to which the Alawites belong, and inside which ‘Ali has been raised to an even 
higher position than in ordinary Si‘ism.

46a Cf. E. W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, London 1895, 92.
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Fig. 19. Circassian from Baida al-Mulk.

Lithographs showing incidents from Arab legendarg history
F 282. Gislas kills Kulaib ibn Rabila and is attacked by Salim Abu Laila Muhalhal.
In pre-Islamic times Kulaib ibn Rabi‘a was the chief of the tribe Banu Taglib. 

He had, however, killed some camels belonging to a certain Basüs, who had placed 
himself under the protection of Gis'as. Dressed in chain mail and riding a white 
horse, Gis‘as now takes his revenge. After the manslaughter the victor is attacked by 
§âlim Abu Laila Muhalhal, also riding a white horse. Two lions also form part of the 
picture, indicating the desert. 0.464x0.328 m. Pl. XLI.

F 283. ‘Antara ibn Saddäd fights against RabLa ibn Zaid al-Mukaddam.
‘Antarawas a pre-Islamic poet and son of a black slavewoman. He lived c. A.D.590, 

that is about the time of the birth of the Prophet. He took part in the Dähis and Gabra 
wars and was killed as an old man in a fight against the tribe of Taigi. He became one 
of the most popular Arab heroes. His memory lives on in the ‘Antara Novel of which 
several editions are well known. The picture shows two men in chain mail. To the left 
a warrior rides a red horse, to the right a blue man (‘Antara) armed with a sword 
rides a black horse. 0.328x0.451 m. Pl. XLII.

F 284. Sultan Salah ad-dïn al-‘Ayyübi fights against King Richard Lionheart.
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Fig. 20. Circassian sword, K 1156 a, b.
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To the left a turban-clad warrior wearing a gold embroidered jacket and pointed 
shoes (Salah ad-din) fights against a knight wearing a plumed helmet and chain mail 
(Richard). 0.328x0.470 m. Pl. XLIII.

F 285. Tarik fights against the King of Andalusia.
A turban-clad Oriental (Tarik) riding upon a white horse cuts the throat of an 

iron-clad knight wearing a scarlet mantle and plumed helmet. 0.376 x0.526 m. Pl. 
XLIV.

Lithographs showing motives from the life of Imam (Ali
F 286. Imam lAli kills the Jew Markab.
Imam ‘All dressed in a white burnus, scarlet coat, yellow trousers, pointed boots, 

a white head scarf and ‘aqäl and riding a white horse at the head of a group of warriors 
dressed in gown and burnus, cleaves his enemy with his double-bladed sword, did 
l-faqär. Markab wears chain mail and rides a black horse as he leaves the Jewish 
fort Haibar in Mecca (Madina). 0.355x0.532 m. Pl. XLV.

F 287. Imam ‘All killing cAmr ibn Wadamri.
Imäm ‘Ali, wearing chain mail, a white mantle, a turban and riding a white 

horse, cuts off the left leg of his enemy ‘Amr with his double-bladed sword did l-faqär. 
‘Amr wears chain mail and a green turban and rides a white horse. 0.381x0.532 m. 
Pl. XLVI.

F 288. Imam tAlï kills Räs al-Gül, the chief of the demons.
Imam ‘Ali, wearing chain mail, a yellow mantle, a helmet and green turban, 

cleaves with his double-bladed sword, du’ l-faqär, the body of his enemy, the chief 
of the desert demons, Räs al-Gül. The latter is depicted as a fabulous being with tusks 
in his mouth, horns upon his head, and barbs on his heels. 0.384x0.534 m. Pl. XLVII.

X. Objects Connected with Strangers

In the southern part of the Gabla plain villages inhabited by Circassians existed 
during the late 19th and earlier 20th century. The last group of Circassians lived in 
the village of ‘Arab al-Mulk, see figs. 1, 19, and below pp. 89, 92, App. 2.1 No. 15, 
App. 2.3. Two specimens relating to these Circassians were acquired together with the 
collection from the Alawites and their neighbours. The two specimens are a sword and 
a cap, both bought in Gabla from Tawfîq Çarkass.

Sword, qäma, with sheath (K 1156 a-b). The sword (a) shows a stamped signature, 
“kärlizki”, engraved in Arabic. The total length is 0.674 m of which the hilt measures 
0.160 m. The sheath (b) is made of wood covered in black leather and provided at the 
top with a flat ring of iron. Fig. 20.

Cap, qalbag, (K 1157) is made from a stiffened side-part, 0.120 m high, and 
covered with a black curly pile fabric imitating lambs’ fleece. The crown is baggy 
and made of thin black cloth lined with brown silk material. Inside the cap is a sweat- 
band of leather. Measured flat, the cap is 0.170 m high and 0.290 m broad. Fig. 21.
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When M. Hartmann visited the region in 1881, ‘Arab al-Mulk was a Circassian 
village.47 In 1895 another village was noticed at Sükâs, fig. Í, 1 km east-south-east of 
the mound excavated in 1958-63 by the Carlsberg Expedition.48 After the Turko- 
Russian war of 1877, Muslim Circassians from the frontier area came to Syria,49 
where they seem to have been rather favoured by the government, who could rely 
upon them, and many Circassians entered the police. For this reason they were not 
popular among the Alawites.

Fig. 21. Circassian cap, K 1157.

57 Zeitschrift des deutschen Palästina-Vereins XIV, Leipzig 1891, 192.
48 M. van Berchem & E. Fatio, Voyage en Syrie I, Le Caire 1913, 94.
49 Hitti, 1957, 671.
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Appendix 1

EXTRACTS FROM WRITTEN SOURCES (PUBLISHED AND 
UNPUBLISHED

1. From C. Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und andern umliegenden 
Ländern II. Kopenhagen 1778, 439-444.

(439). Die Nassairier haben gleichfals eine besondere Religion, die sie 
vor Fremden verborgen halten. Indess nennen sich ihre Oberhäupter, welche oft Ge
schäfte bey den Türken haben, auch Sunniten. Ihr vornehmster Aufenhalt ist zwischen 
dem Berge Libanon und Antiochien. Einer von ihren M’käddem wohnt zu Bahlulie, 
nicht weit von Ladakia, und dieser ist von den Nassairiern der mächtigste... 
Alle bezahlen Tribut an den Pascha von Tripolis. Ihre Distrikte sind ziemlich ein
träglich, weil sie das meiste von dem vortreflichen Toback liefern, der von Ladakia 
ausgeführt wird. Allein diese Nation ist bey weitem nicht so zahlreich als die Drusen; 
sie bewohnt auch nicht so hohe Gebürge, und muss daher den Türken mehr unter
würfig seyn. Ein Maronit, der vielen Umgang mit ihnen gehabt hatte, rühmte sie als 
ehrliche Leute. Sie hatten ihn in einen ihrer Tempeln geführt, und diesen hatte er 
reinlich und mit Marmor belegt, aber darin sonst nichts merkwürdiges gefunden, als 
eine brennende Lampe. Von ihm hörte ich auch, dass die Nassairier jährlich drey grosse 
Festtage haben, an welchen sie, nach geendigtem Gottesdienst tanzen. Von der Religion 
der Nassairier habe ich weder von morgenländischen Christen, noch von Mohamme
danern etwas erfahren können. Diese nennen sie Heiden, die Sonne und Sterne an
beten. Lezteres aber hat man vielleicht daraus geschlossen, weil sie der Sochra viele 
Ehrerbietung erweisen; und das Wort Sochra bedeutet in arabischen nicht nur den 
Planeten Venus, sondern auch Fatima, die Tochter Mohammeds. Aus dem folgenden 
wird erhellen, dass sie die Nassairians sind ... und dass sie also zu den Mohamme
danern gerechnet werden können.

Der Verfasser des vorhererwähnten Büchleins von der Religion der Drusen, 
sagt: dass die Nassairier ehmals auch Drusen gewesen sind; dass aber ein gewisser 
Nassairi sie verführt habe, die Gottheit des Hakems zu läugnen, und an dessen Statt 
Ali ibn Abi Taleb (Mohammeds Schwiegersohn) als Gott anzubeten. Dieser habe sie 
ferner gelehrt: dass die Gottheit in den 12 Imams aus dem Hause Ali gewohnt habe, 
aber mit Mohammed el Möchi (dem letzten dieser Imams (S. 272)) verschwunden 

Hist. Filos. Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 7, no. 5. 5
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Fig. 22. Qurfïs; a: The grove with the sanctuary and the cemetery, seen from the west; b: The sanctuary, 
seen from the south-east.

sey, und jezt in der Sonne wohne. Der Druse sagt auch: dass die Nassairier die Seelen
wanderung glauben, und zwar, dass die (440) Seele eines Frommen von ihren Glau
bensgenossen hey seinem Tode in einen andern Nassairier, und nach einer gewissen 
Zeit in einem Stern fahre. Wenn aber einer ungehorsam ist, und dem Befehl des Ali 
nicht gehorcht, so soll seine Seele in einen Juden, Sunniten oder Christen fahren, und 
sich so oft verwandeln, bis sie gereinigt ist, und endlich in einen Stern erheben könne. 
Die Seelen der Ungläubigen, welche Ali ibn Abi Taleb nicht anbeten, sollen in Kameele, 
Maulesel, Esel, Hunde, Schaafe und andere Thiere fahren.

Diese Nachrichten stimmen ziemlich mit denen überein, die ich in einem kleinen 
Büchlein von der Religion der Nassairier angetroffen habe, welches Antùn Beitàr mir 
gleichfals verschafte. Türkische Gerichtsbediente, die einen Nassairier des Nachts 
überfielen, und ins Gefängniss schlepten, sollen es in seinem Hause gefunden haben. 
Es war das Original selbst, aber unvollständig, darzu schlecht geschrieben und mit 
so vielen dunkeln Redesarten angefüllt, dass der Verfasser selbst an einer Stelle sagt: 
dass die Nassairier eine Mauer vor dem Lande Gog und Magog gezogen hätten, oder 
dass sie sich in ihren Büchern dunkler Redensarten bedienten, um ihre Geheimnisse 
vor den Ungläubigen zu verbergen. Niemand, der nicht ein Nassairier ist, wird es auch 
verstehen wenn der Verfasser z.B. Gabriel, die Krähe, die Arche, den Ring, die Belkis, 
den Stab Moses, den Dromedar des Salech, die Kuh der Israeliten u.s.f. verborgene 
Apostel nennt. Solche Redesarten findet man auf jeder Seite, und es wird nicht erklärt 
was selbige bedeuten. Indess will ich folgendes daraus bemerken.

Die Nassairier nennen sich Mùmem. Sie reden von der Einheit Gottes, nemlich 
Ali, der aus dem Auge der Sonne hervortreten und die Welt richten wird; und von 5
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Fig. 23. Qurfïs; a: The part of the cemetery south of the sanctuary, seen from the south-west. In the fore
ground, remains of stone-lined and stone-covered graves, in the background, monumental built tombs; b: 

Oil-press outside the village seen from the south-east.

Personen in derselben. Dieser heissen: 1) Maána (der Verstand) 2) Ism (der Name). 
In diesem ist allezeit die wahre Weisheit, und er wird immer von Maána begleitet.
3) Bab (das Tor), 4) Itam (die Waisen) und 5) Hossein. Von dieser Fünfeinigkeit ver
stehe ich, der ich in den Geheimnissen dieser Religion nicht unterrichtet bin, gar nichts. 
Das folgende kann ich eben so wenig begreifen; indess habe ich es mit anführen wollen, 
da es Hauptlehrsatze der Nassairier sind. Wer nicht Lust hat alles zu lesen, mag es 
überschlagen.

(441) Gott ist siebenmal in der Welt erschienen. Zum erstenmal war: 1) Maána, 
Abel. 2) Ism, Adam. 3) Bab, Gabriel. 4) Itam, waren wiederum 5 Personen, als a) 
Michael (vielleicht der Erzengel) b) Israfil (vielleicht der Engel von dem die Moham
medaner sagen, dass er zum jüngsten Gericht blasen werde) c) Asraël (vielleicht der 
Engel des Todes) d) Malek (vielleicht der Thürhüter der Hölle bey den Mohamme
danern) e) Ridduän (vielleicht der Thürhüter des Himmels). — 5) Hossein erschien 
das erstemal unter dem Namen Kasch ibn Mefluch. Die Feinde der Gottheit bey der 
ersten Menschwerdung waren: 1) Kabil (Kain) 2) Anak (Cains Schwester) 3) Báhlu 
(Cains Wesir) 4) die Schlange. 5) der Pfau.

Zum zweytenmal war: 1) Maána, Schid (Seth) 2) Ism, Noah. 3) Bab, Jael ibn 
Fatim. 4) Itam waren: a) Ankil, b) Essrakun, c) Kinän, d) Essrikakil, e) Essrikäu. - 
5) Hossein erschien in der Person Hausch. Diesmal waren die Feinde der Gottheit: 
1) Ham ibn Noah. 2) Schech Hasa. 3) Jauk. 4) Jafut. 5) Nisser.

Zum drittenmal war: 1) Maána, Joseph. 2) Ism, Jacob. 3) Bab, Ham ibn Kusch.
4) Itam waren: a) Jahud, b) Häschur, c) Malek, d) Mämlek, e) Ankil. — 5) Hossein 
erschien in der Person Mämbe ibn Mansur. Die Feinde, die sich diessmal der Gottheit

5*
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Fig. 24. Qurfïs; a: Houses in the highest part of the village, seen from the north. At the wall to the right, a 
flat basin, fungara, used for washing the linen that is hanging out to dry; b: An alley in the highest part of 
the village, seen from the south. In the central enclosure a handmill of the same type as pl. X a. At the house 
wall to the right, a tree trunk with parts of branches acting as a stand for a three-handled pottery jar, cf. 
the one-handled water jar, ibrîq mä, pl. Vile and the three-handled jar for churning, haddä zibda, pl. VIII c.

On the ground in front, a flat basin, fungara, cf. fig. 24 a.

widersetzen waren: 1) Chadsjeldul, 2) Sima, 3) der König von Indien, 4) Hablar 
und 5) Naatel.

Zum viertenmal war: 1) Maána, Josua. 2) Ism, Moses. 3) Bäb, Dan ibn Sabacht. 
4) Itàm, waren: a) Jahudan. b) Haruk. c) Abdulla, d) Israel, e) Oniran. - 5) Hos
sein war Rubil ibn Salech. Die gegenseitige Parthey war: 1) Pharao, 2) Hamam, 
3) Karun.

Zum fünftenmal war: 1) Maána, Asaff (Wezir des Königs Salomon). 2) Ism, 
Salomon. 3) Bab, Abdulla ibn Schamáan. 4) Itåm, waren: a) Schaeira, b) Schädlah, 
c) Harnasch, d) Maskul, e) Assir. - 5) Hossein erschien unter dem Namen Jantores 
Dekne. Diesmal waren die Feinde der Gottheit: 1) Nimrod, 2) Aád, 3) Samud.

Zum sechtenmal war: 1) Maána, Schemmaun (Petrus) 2) Ism, Jesus 3) Bäb, 
Rizoba ibn Merzaban. 4) Iiam: a) Johannes süm essáhab, b) Johannes Delami, c) 
Paulus, d) Petrus, e) Matthäus. — 5) Hossein war Aijusch ibn Mankidsja. Die Gegen- 
parlhey war: 1) Herodes, 2) Jobs, 3) Taus.

Zum siebentenmal war: 1) Maána, Ali. 2) Ism, Mohammed el hämbd (der ge
lobte) 3) Báb, Soleiman ibn Buheire el Chiddre. 4) Itam waren: a) Mäkdad ibn el 
aswad el kendi. b) Abudur Jendab ibn Junäda el ghafari. c) Abdulla ibn Rúha el 
Nassari. d) Otman ibn Madun Nadsjeschi. e) Kambar ibn Kaden Dusi. - 5) Hossein 
hiess diessmal Hamdan. Die Gegenparthey der Gottheit war: 1) Abu sämmel. 2) Segdu. 
3) Sedsjkúk.

(443) (Religion der Nassairier). An einer andern Stelle sagt der Verfasser: ein
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PLAN
Fig. 25. Qurfîs; Mosque and Waliy. Sketch by J. Rohweder.
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Fig. 26. Aerial photograph of Tall Darük seen from the east with the River Sinn in the upper right corner, 
April 1963. Courtesy of the Syrian Directorate-General of Antiquities.

Nassairier soll glauben, dass Mohammed, Fatir (Fatima), Hassan, Hossein und Modi
sen eine Einheit sey, und Ali bedeute.

Ferner muss ein Mumen glauben, dass allezeit 5 Itàm (Wäisen) 12 Núkkaba 
(Häupter von der Familie Mohammeds) 28 Nüdsjaba (auserlesene), Muchtassin 
(besondere) Muchlassin (andächtige), Muntachabin (auserwählte) gewesen sind. Er 
muss Gleichfals die 4 Sittar für wahr halten. Nemlich 1) Sitter el Imam, oder die Reihe
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Fig. 27. Tall Daruk; plan of the village. Measured by J. Rohweder.

der Imams von Abel bis Ali. 2) Sitter El imma, d.i. die Altväter von dem ersten Hassan 
bis den letzten Hassan. 3) Sitter Rassala oder die Reihe der Apostel, als: Eddris, Noah, 
Hud, u.s. f. 4) Sitter Ribbua, die Reihe der Poeten oder ehrwürdigen Männer Anusch, 
Ishak, Jacob u.s.f. Adam, Abraham, Moses, Jesus und Mohammed nennt unser Ver
fasser Propheten; und Jaël, Hamrudàn, Abdulla, Salman, Abulchatil, Mohammad, 
Mufdil und Abu schaiib, Apostel. Einen Ishak nennt er den grösten Feind der Nassairier, 
weil er Seiid Abu schaiib habe Tödten wollen.

Die Seele eines sehr frommen Nassairier kann schon ins Paradies kommen, 
nachdem sie nur in wenigen Hembden (Körpern) gewesen ist. Aber die Seele eines 
andern muss 80 Hembde annehmen. Letzteres nennen sie Hölle. Die Seelen der Un
gläubigen sollen durch 5 hessliche Stufen (Fesgh, Nesgh, Mesgh, Wesgh und Resgh) 
passieren; und nachher sollen sie in der Welt als Schafe bleiben, bis Sóchre (Farima) 
wieder kommen wird. (Wer sollte es glauben, dass Stifter von solchen Religionen, 
Anhänger finden können).

Auch habe ich in dem erwähnten Büchlein der Nassairier gefunden, dass Maána 
ihnen verboten habe, Kameele, Hasen und Aal zu essen. Ism habe ihnen keinen 
Schweinfleisch, Blut und überhaupt Fleisch von Thieren erlaubt, die nicht ordentlich 
geschlachtet worden sind; und Bab verbiete ihnen den Zellor (einen gewissen schwarzen 
Fisch aus dem Orontes) und alles was verbrannt worden, zu essen.

Sonst verlangt der Verfasser noch von dem Nassairien: dass sie Fremden nichts 
von ihrer Religion entdecken; dass sie ihre Brüder lieben; dass sie freygebig seyn; 
dass sie nicht stehlen; dass sie nicht fluchen und schwören; dass sie die Armuth ge- 
dultig ertragen, und dass sie sich auch von ihren Weibern übel sollen begegnen lassen 
können.
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a

Fig. 28.
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Fig. 29. Tall Darük; a: Seen from the south-west. In the foreground a woman gathering cotton stalks for fuel; 
b : Woman washing, note fireplace used for cooking in the background to the right.

Von der Religion der Ismaeliten habe ich nichts mit Gewissheit gehört, und auch 
keins von ihren Büchern gesehen...

2. From C. Ritter, Die Erdkunde, 2. Ausg., XVII 3, v 2.2. Berlin 1854, 891, 
895-896 und 986:

(891) Die hiesigen arabischen Stämme am Nähr el-Mulk (Nähr es-Sin)... be
schäftigen sich mit der Falkenjagd auf antike Weise: nur auf kleinere Vögel, wie 
Wachteln, fällt der Falke, so bald der Jäger in den Busch klopft, und so wie der Vogel 
auf fliegt, ist er auch schon gepackt; in den Klanen seinem Herrn, überbracht, dreht 
dieser dem kleinen Vogel den Hals um, giebt das Blut dem Fänger, und dieser lässt 
sogleich seine Beute fahren und fliegt auf den zweiten Fang fort. Es ist dieselbe Lieb
lingsjagd, welche Abulfeda bei den ägyptischen Khalifen beschreibt, die er auf ihren 
Wallfahrten nach Mekka begleitete, wo die Falken jedoch auf grössere Thiere abge
richtet waren.

Fig. 28. Tall Darük ; a : Plan of the measured house, b : Water jar, bütiya må. H. c. 0.45 m, w. c. 0.35 m, resting 
in a cradle of stones and clay, whitewashed, cf. fig. 38 a, c: Basket with ashes in which to place a cooking pot, 
d: Fireplace for cooking, made of clay, cf. the miiqda, p. 23, pl. VI g, e: Handmill for grinding flour, irhaya 
tâhün. Diam. 0.38 m, h. 0.18 m. Basalt. Cf. p. 25, pl. X a; f, g: Flour container, hâbiya fahün, containers for 
chick-peas, hâbiya hummus, and wheat, hâbiya hinta. H. c. 1.20 m, w. c. 0.50 m. Not made on a wheel, un
baked clay mixed with straw, cf. figs. 39 a, b. In the measured house similar containers were made of wood 
covered by flattened-out tins; h: Jug for olive oil, bars zait. H. 0.60 m, w. 0.35 m. Placed in basket with 
ashes, cf. fig. 39 a; j: Jar for olives, tïgâr zaitün. H. 0.50 m, w. 0.35 m. Imported from Hama. Red and 
white slip; k: Jar for churning butter, haddâ zibda. II. 0.42 m, w. 0.30 m. Used by rocking sideways on the 
floor, note small handle on shoulder, cf. fig. 36 b; 1: Cradle, cf. fig. 40 b; m: Brazier made of clay, not made 
on a wheel, kanün, cf. p. 26, pl. VI f; n: Tray of coilwork, tabaq. Placed against wall to the left; o: Cupboard, 

cf. fig 40 a; p: chest; q: felt mat; r: rush mat; s: bedsteads. Measured by J. Rohweder.
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Fig. 30. Tall Darük; a: Oven for baking bread, tannür. Built against the outer side of the north-wall, cf. 
figs. 27, 41 d; b: Baking bread in oven, tannür, at the south-eastern wall, cf. fig. 27. When the oven has been 
fired, the balls of dough are placed on a white cloth on the platform to the left of the oven, and two helpers 
beat them into flat, circular “pancakes”, which are placed one by one on a cushion on the raised, flat stone 

to the left of the oven.

(895) (on Gabla) ein liebliches, stilles Hafenbecken voll Barken und Schiffe..., 
die vorzüglich den trefflichsten Taback, der hier gebaut wird, in weite Fernen ver
führen. Es ist der feinste, mit dem aromatischen Geschmack,

(896) Abu Reah, d.i. Vater der Essenzen, genannte, der durch die eigenthüm- 
liche Durchräucherung seiner Blätter gesteigert wird, und der beliebteste, zumal für 
den ägyptischen Markt, ist. Dem Ziegendünger und der reichlichen Bewässerung soll 
er seine vorzügliche Güte verdanken. Seine gut getrocknete Ballen gehen meist nach 
Ladikieh, von wo sie durch die Kaufleute weiter versendet werden. Bei gutem Wetter 
schwärmt die Küste von Dschebleh bis Ladikieh von Feluken, die diesen Transport 
in Menge besorgen.

(986) Ihre Kleidung unterscheidet sie wenig von den Türken; weiss ist ihre 
heilige Farbe, sagen sie, mit der sie bekleidet sein müssen; ihr Kopf trägt den weissen 
Turban, oder wird mit einem weissen Tuche um den Tarbusch gewickelt, den sie 
Alle tragen; ihr weisses Baumwollenhemd mit langen herabhängenden Aermeln ist 
mit Roth und Schwarz umgürtet, doch bleibt das Hemd auf der Brust offen, weil 
Zuknöpfen, wie sie sagen, eine Sünde gegen Gott sei, da der Schöpfer zu allen Zeiten 
das Recht habe, in das Herz zu schauen. Eine syrische Jacke und weite kurze Hosen 
von Baumwollenzeug vollendet den Anzug. Die Weiber sind ähnlich gekleidet, tragen 
aber Pantalons und keine Schleier, obwol sie im Hause sich stets zurückgezogen 
halten, doch die Unterhaltung mit Männern nicht scheuen.
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Fig. 31. Tall Darûk; a: Bread baking continued. The slightly moistened cushion is made like a mitten so that 
it may be handled with one hand. It is used for slapping the “pancakes” on to the rough inside of the oven 
above the embers, where they stick; b: Using a small broom mikinsa, the “pancake” is sprinkled with water 
from a jar placed on a raised platform to the right of the oven. When baked, the “pancakes” are taken out 
and put on a tray, tabaq, made of coiled basketwork, seen at the right. The oven can hold three “pancakes” 

at a time.

3. From the Diary of the Carlsberg Expedition to Phoenicia kept in Danish by 
its director, P. J. Rus, xxii 1963, 49-50, and xxiii 1963, 1-7 (on the village of Qurfis):

Friday, September 27th, 1963, the following members of the staff—Riis, Buhl, 
Muqdäd, J. & G. Rohweder, Bayer and Holton—made an excursion to Gabal Qurfis*. 
On the road (i. e. above the source of the Sinn River), now practicable by jeeps and 
similar vehicles, we met several ascending Alawites, some were accompanied by asses 
carrying pea-nut plants (fodder), others were pilgrims on their way to the sanctuary 
of the waliy (saint) on the mountain ridge. Several carried objects wrapped in a cloth 
or the like, others a couple of hens. It was pointed out that these objects were offerings. 
In the village Qurfis, figs. 22 a, b, 23a, on the mountain top many people had gathered 
in and at the sanctuary, which, encircled by tombs, lies between the built-up area on 
the very summit and the eastern and southern part of the village. Towards the north 
the slope is steep, and here, from the sanctuary and cemetery, there is a magnificent 
wide view over the Öabla Plain to distant Mount Casius. Between the tombs there are 
large old evergreen oaks: also the sanctuary is surrounded by trees. The house on the 
summit is the residence of the son of the sayh (the sayh himself is said to live in Beirut). 
The houses are mainly built of cloven limestone, the outer walls being laid in herring
bone courses without clay or mortar. The roofs are flat. Ovens are sometimes con-

* 319 metres above sea level. Also called Sinn ad-Darb or Ras Balda al-Mulk, fig. 1. Qurfis is the 
Corveis of the Crusaders, see R. Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et médiévale, Paris 
1927, 130 note 4.
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Fig. 32. Tall Darük; a: Western courtyard seen from the north-east. West wing built about 1954; b: Eastern 
courtyard looking west. The trees are figs. The building to the right was built between 1959 and 1963.

structed outside the houses, and exterior terraces are similarly used for domestic purpo
ses. Each house has its own cistern, figs. 24 a, b.

The sanctuary is an almost square building with a nave and two aisles divided 
by four pillars supporting vaults, and with a prayer niche (mihräb) in the central bay 
towards the south. In addition the building has a square sepulchral chapel attached to

Fig. 33. Tall Darük; a: Western courtyard looking north. The house with the two windows was built between 
1959 and 1963. Note fuel dung-cakes drying on walls. The plough is not the one that was measured; b: The 
measured house seen from the south-west. Pergola with grapevine. The tree in the foreground is an orange.
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Fig. 38. Tall Darük; a: Northern house in west wing. Water jar, bütïya ma, in main room, cf. fig. 28 b; b: 
Northern house in west wing. Jar for olives, tigâr zaitûn, placed in storeroom, cf. fig. 28 j.

and the domestic utensils were also measured, and most of the photographs were 
taken, figs. 28a-s, 29a-4-0b.

In 1958 the sayh of the village related that the houses had been built four years 
earlier, i. e. in 1954, and that before that time the site was under the plough. However,

Fig. 39. Tall Darük; a: Northern house in west wing, store room. In foreground: jug for olive oil, bars zait, 
cf. fig. 28 h, placed in basket with ashes, behind it two containers with wheat, häbiya hinfa, and chick-peas, 
häbiya hummus, cf. fig. 28 g ; b: Northern house in west wing. North-west corner of main room. Container for 

flour, häbiya fähün, cf. fig. 28 f.
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Fig. 37. Tall Darûk; a: Measured house. Rack for household utensils on wall of main room, jug for olive oil, 
bârS zait; b: Measured house, north wall of main room. Suspended strip of cloth with four pockets contains 
sowing materials. Colour print showing orthodox Panagia with inscriptions (ligatures) in upper left corners: 

p/rj'&i'jQ fteov. The inhabitants, however, are Alawites.

child was touched with water from the well. Hens, sweets and other objects were sold 
outside the sanctuary. It is said that sheep are also sacrificed as offerings.

In the cemetery even the recent tombs were of medieval Ayyubid form, like a 
block with a minor ridge-roof-shaped elevation above and a niche on the south side. 
In some cases the niche contained a primitive, round stone lamp and an incense
burner of stone. On one tomb, which had a double elevation above, a cup-shaped 
incense-burner stood at the eastern end between the two elevations. Occasionally the 
tomb had no superstructure. Most of the people present were pilgrims from the villages 
of the Gabla Plain and the Alawite quarter of Gabla. The local population and the 
visitors were all very kind and open. No woman concealed her face with her headcloth 
and all entered easily into conversation. There was nothing to prevent Sunnites, and 
even members of the Expedition, from entering the sanctuary, but only the males were 
allowed to go into the sepulchral chapel.

4. Notes on the village of Tall Darûk by J. Roiiweder, Architect of the Carlsberg 
Expedition to Phoenicia, in charge of the excavation at Tall Daruk 1959.

Tall Darûk, figs. 1, 26, is situated on the coastal plain on the southern bank of 
the River Sinn, i.e. two km upstream from the mouth of the river at ‘Arab al Mûlk, 
about halfway between the sea and the mountain range Gabal al-'Alawiyyin, about 
nine km north of Banyäs and ten km south of Gabla. The survey of the village, fig. 27, 
was made during the archaeological excavation in October 1959, and it was supple
mented by the measuring of a house in October 1963, on which occasion the furniture
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Fig. 36. Tall Darük; a: Measured house, north-west corner of main room. From left: tray, (abaq, cf. pl. V a, 
for serving meals, made of coiled basketwork, tin-plated tray, basket with lid in coiled basketwork, jar for 
olive oil, bars zait, quiver, ândîl, for lime-twigs, hilf or hilf dibbiq; b: Measured house, door from main room to 
storeroom. In the doorway, jar for churning butter, hadda zibda, cf. fig. 28 k. Edge of raised floor of “dwell- 
ing”-room. Carpet with underlying mat of plaited rush. Lime-twigs, hilf or hilf dibbiq, and quiver, ândîl, for 

the latter.

the floor. They are orientated east-west and situated in the eastern bay of the nave. 
In the central bay of the northern aisle there is the mouth of a well or cistern, in 
the east wall a niche with a closed cabinet, and south of the latter a large closed case, 
cupboard or wardrobe. On the wall between this cabinet niche and the entrance to 
the sepulchral chapel is a framed Arabic print with some lines bolder than others. 
The boldest one read: “Ana al-haqq” (I am the truth)**. Between the print and the 
niche, a tabliya of multi-coloured straw stood on the floor, leaning against the wall. 
Originally, the mihräb had had columns, and there was a bracket on either side of it. 
Some folded clothes or fabric lay in and near the prayer niche. Both men and women 
went into the sanctuary as a matter of course, and without removing their footwear. 
Only those who entered the chapel look off their shoes. Women were allowed to go as 
far as just inside the door of the chapel, but the men went right through and touched 
the tomb of the saint, a large rectangular shrine covered by a red cloth. Two banners 
were leaning against the north wall, the easternmost one being green and white. 
Offerings were placed on the shrine : small baskets, ribbons, pieces of cloth and open 
books. A man with a tarbüs on his head, and a white cloth covering both the tarbüs 
and his nape, received offerings, also money. He was said to be the local “Imam”. 
A woman was handed a piece of cloth that had been lying on the shrine. She pressed 
it against her forehead, mouth and bosom and then returned it. In the same way a

** According to Professor Johannes Pedersen, this is a common sentence in Sufism, the Islamic 
mysticism.
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Fig. 34. Tall Daruk; a: Eastern courtyard looking north-west. Washing place, cf. fig. 29 b; b: Ploughing with 
oxen on field east of Tall Daruk. For a plough, cf. fig. 41 a-c.

the northern bay of the east side, /ig. 25. The chape] contains the tomb of the saint, 
sayh Ahmad Qurfis.

The building seems to have had its origins in the Ayyubid period, but was appar
ently restored or rebuilt several times, at least during the Ottoman occupation. In the 
principal room of the sanctuary there are two tombs marked by simple elevations of

Fig. 35. Tall Daruk; a: Measured house, north-wrest corner of main room. On the right, door to storeroom; 
b : Measured house with main room opening into storeroom. Note raised floor of ‘’dwelling”-room on the right.

In the storeroom, container for flour, hâbiya tâhûn, etc., made of wood and tin-plated, standing on legs.
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Fig. 40. Tall Darük; a: Measured house. Cupboard in main room used for tableware, etc., not measured, 
cf. fig. 28 o; b: Measured house. Cradle, zanzüqa, in mainroom, cf. fig. 28 I, made for hanging from a hook in 

the ceiling, but also provided with rockers, not measured, see p. 83.

his statement can only apply to the westernmost wing and the outhouses appertaining 
to it, seen in the background on fig. 26, because Tall Darük is shown with buildings 
and the designation “hameau” on the French map “État des Alouites, Rivière du Nahr 
Sène”, 1:20.000, made under the supervision of C. Duraffourd probably about the 
year 1930. This “hameau” must be the easternmost part of the northern wing com
prising the measured house, which is the one farthest to the east. The obliquely placed 
house, foremost on figs. 26, 27 was built between 1959 and 1963.

The measured house, figs. 27, 28a, is constructed of undressed limestones in 
chalk mortar. The roof is of reinforced concrete and nearly horizontal without a 
parapet. The inside walls and ceiling are whitewashed. The inside height is 3.15 m 
at the door. There are earthen floors (pisé floors). In the main room the floor of the 
eastern part is raised about 0.18 m above the door level just inside the door. The 
threshold is a little lower than the floor inside and has a groove for rainwater. The 
1.80 m high doors are of wood in a frame-construction moving on pivots. The window 
is a shutter without glass hung in a frame. The window opening is 1.00 m high by 
0.85 m broad, the sill is 0.9 m above the floor, and there are three horizontal iron bars.

The main room is divided into two by the step in the floor mentioned above. 
The western part is used for domestic work, cf. Weulersse 1946, 234-235 fig. 44. 
Cooking may be done in this part, but is generally carried out on primitive fireplaces 
out of doors, fig. 29 à. Primus stoves are now widely used indoors. The eastern part 
of the room functions as a “living”- and sleeping-room. Here the bedding and articles 
of clothing are stored in chests, and the floor is partly covered by a felt mat laid on a 
plaited rush mat used as a sleeping-place.

Hist.Filos.Skr. Dan.Vid. Selsk. 7, no. 5. 6
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The two rooms on the north side house the store of crops in sacks. In addition, 
the room to the left is used for storing grain, oil, and olives, etc., for domestic use. 

The household utensils shown on the plan’are placed in their proper positions 
as indicated by the inhabitants of the measured house and of the northernmost house 
in the western wing where the items, fig. 28 b, f, g, h,j, were located and the photographs, 

38 a, 39 b, 39a, 38b, were taken. The latter house belonged to the sayh of the village 
and contained the only old-fashioned utensils. In the measured house the modern beds, 
cupboard with tableware, etc., figs. 28o, 40 a, and cradle, figs. 281, Mb, were not 
measured. Their positions are indicated on the plan with hatched lines. The cradle, 
it was explained, might be used hanging from an iron hook in the ceiling, with the 
child strapped down, or resting on its rockers on the floor.

5. Notes on objects seen at Al-Ladiqïya and Gabla by P. J. Riis, Director of the 
Carlsberg Expedition to Phoenicia.

In the office of a merchant trading with Alawite tobacco growers:
Fig. 42: Cylindrical folding lantern, fänüs. The folded cylinder consists of a speci

ally preserved linen cloth stretched over a series of rings of very thin iron wire and 
sown together, fastened to the top and the bottom by means of somewhat thicker 
brass wire. Both top and bottom are made of gilded copper with ornaments in 
repoussé, punched and open work; only the latter two techniques are used on the 
bottom. The upper surface of the bottom has, at the centre a small, low cylindrical 
coppei' bowl fixed to it by means of rivets. This bowl functions as a holder for a 
candlestick, likewise of copper, consisting of a similar bowl with a central cylinder 
for the candle, a little handle is attached to this cylinder. The top has a movable 
bucket-handle with a revolving eye-bolt holding the eye of a suspension hook. Height 
when hanging, 0.480 m. Diameter, 0.205 m. This type of lantern is also known else
where in the Near East, cf. E. W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern Egypt
ians, London 1895, 165.

At goldsmiths’ frequented by Alawites:
Fig. 43 a: Bracelet, hab bizra, of gold, consisting of six chains between two trans

versal bars that fit together as a lock.

Fig. 41 a: Plough, summud al-fiaha, measured at Tall Darük, cf. Weulersse 1946,145-146 fig. 27, pl. 4.2. 
Made entirely of hard wood (olive?). The joints in the beam and between the plough tail and the sole have, in 
some cases, been observed to be covered with lashings. Ploughshare, in position indicated by hatched line. 
The leather hoop of the yoke is attached by a peg to the beam; b: Ploughshare, èillif, made of wrought iron, 
cf. p. 18, pl. I f. Does not belong to the measured plough; c: Yoke for pair of oxen, cf. fig. 34 b. The yoke is 
attached to the bar of the plough by a hoop of plaited leather connected to the yoke by a plaited-leather 
strap ending in a knot and passing three times around the yoke, kept in place by a piece of rubber tyre nailed 
over it. The yoke is kept in place by a rope tied beneath the neck of the oxen. No rein is used - the oxen are 
guided by use of a stick. The yoke does not belong to the plough fig. 41 a, but was measured at ‘Arab al 
Mûlk. - Fig. 41 d. Oven for baking bread built against the north wall at Tall Darük. Plan, front elevation and 
section. Cf. further fig. 30 a. The oven is built of clay and stones and whitewashed. The inside of the oven, the 
cupola, on which the “pancakes” are placed, is roughened by adding small pottery sherds to the last 
layer of “plaster”. The oven is fired by wood, stalks of cotton and corn, and cakes of cow dung mixed with 
straw and dried on the walls. During baking the bottom of the oven is covered in glowing ashes. The draught 

is regulated by a stone in a hole at the bottom. Measured by J. Rohweder.
6*
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The chains are composed of small, plain rings and small elements in the shape 
of flat, six-pointed stars with their backs formed as a tabloid and surrounded by four 
loops of twisted wire. Two transversal series of plain, small rings keep the chains 
together. One bar is plain and provided with two distal, transversallv-grooved tubes, 
in each of which there is a movable double pin with a transversally grooved head. 
The other bar has an ornamental part in filigree work soldered onto the plain part, 
which is provided with one medial, transversally-grooved tube; the aforementioned 
pins fit into the latter, thus working as a locking mechanism. There are two stamps 
on the back of the plain bar with the pins: one shows the Arabic figures 21, the other 
some partly illegible Arabic letters, probably liyar, i.e. carat (certain are the ‘ain and 
the alif). Full length, 0.180 m.

Fig. 43b: Ear ornament, haiga, of gold, consisting of a hook and an eight
petalled rosette having a flat six-pointed star in the centre, and three pendants.

The central pendant is a Turkish coin (a half-pound struck in Constantinople in 
1327 H, i.e. A.D. 1909/10) suspended by means of two short chains, each made of 
plain, small rings and two six-pointed stars, and with seven small balls attached to the 
lower edge of the coin by means of small rings. The two flanking pendants consist 
of a six-pointed star and a ball attached to a thin wire. Length, 0.064 m.

Fig. 43c: Ring bracelet, sahaba, of gold-wire decorated with fine transversal 
“incisions” on the inner and outer sides (the wire originally twisted?) and with two 
and three broad incisions alternating on the outer side.

Diameter, 0.064 m. Several rings of this type are usually worn together.
Fig. 43d: Ornament of gold, cf. p. 36, 54, pl. XXIa, to be worn on the forehead 

as a kirdânï hooked and pinned to the head cloth, or, with the ends connected, as a 
necklace, liqd.

The ornament itself consists of chains arranged in six sections separated by 
transversal bars or spacers, the three middle ones in filigree work with a solid frame, 
the outer ones plain and solid. There are four chains in each of the central compart
ments and three in each of the two compartments flanking them; all these chains are 
composed of small, plain rings and small elements in the shape of flat six-pointed 
stars with their backs formed as a labloid and surrounded by four loops of twisted 
wire. Each of the ends of the ornament is a plain Y-shaped chain, the right one pro
vided with a hook and a small ring for closing the hook, the left one with three similar 
rings for fastening the hooks at different places. On the back of the left, plain spacer 
there is a stamp with the Arabic figures 21, i.e. twenty-one carat. A large heart- or 
leaf-shaped pendant, nätür, i.e. guardian, is suspended from the central spacer; it is 
decorated in openwork with incisions on the front and surrounded by a filigree frame. 
The decoration comprises an inscription in Arabic letters over a leaf ornament: ma 
sä 'a Allah, i. e. “what God willeth”. There are three stamps in the back of the pendant: 
the Arabic figure 18, i.e. eighteen carat, an anchor and a stylized human figure. On 
either side of the pendant there is a series of smaller pendants made in repoussé 
technique and rendering the so-called “hand of Fatima” (Muhammad’s daughter and
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Fig. 43.
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‘Alfs wife). The fingers symbolize Muhammad, ‘All, Fatima, Hassan and Hussain 
(‘All’s and Fatima’s sons). The hand amulet has a long history, reaching back to 
Antiquity, cf. H. Moller, Syriske Amuletter, Odense 1942, 44-47. Full length of the 
ornament, 0.435 m.

6. On the town of Gabla from the manuscript of a lecture in Danish on “The 
Alawites and their Clothing“, given on May 2nd, 1961, by P. J. Rus in the Ethno
graphical Society of Copenhagen:

In 1832, under the revolt of the Egyptian viceroy Muhammad ‘All against the 
Turkish Sultan, Muhammad ‘All’s son Ibrahim Pacha invaded Syria, and in the follow
ing years there were sanguinary fights both between the Egyptians and the Alawites, 
and between the latter themselves. The Gabla region was unusually badly ravaged 
and depopulated, and even as late as in 1870 and 1877 the Turks had to resort to drastic 
military action to maintain order in the country. Again in 1918 after the Turkish defeat 
war broke out between the Alawites and the Sunnite Arabs on the coast. Once more 
the Alawites wished to regain control of Gabla, and possibly their claim on this town 
is mirrored by an animal fable which explains why the jackals (al-wäwiyät, as they 
are onomatopoetically called in Arabic), when they descend from the mountains in 
the autumn, sneak in under the walls of the town and howl: “Originally the jackals 
lived in Gabla; but then the dogs came and said: ‘We have among us a sick bitch who 
needs care; may we leave her with you?’ The jackals gave her a good reception, but 
in the night she let the dogs into the town, and they ousted the jackals, who now every 
evening come to Gabla to ask for their town”.

7. Note on cries and other sounds used to direct domestic animals in Syria (both 
the Interior and the Coastal Region), recorded in öabla, December 1959, by P. J. Riis 
with the assistance of Muhammad Saqqa, foreman of the Carlsberg Expedition to 
Phoenicia.

Sheep (fat-tailed sheep: gannam).
‘iya = go. 
da‘ = come, 
diriq = drink, 
‘aw = run (when in danger), 
‘ai ‘ü-ü-û-ü (vibrated) = wake up. 
‘arri (to sheep and goats together) = go to your own group (sheep and goats apart).

Fig. 43 a. Bracelet, hab bizra, of gold, consisting of six chains between two transversal bars that fit together 
as a lock; b: Ear ornament, halqa, of gold, consisting of a hook and an eight-petalled rosette having a flat 
six-pointed star in the centre, and three pendants; c: Ring bracelet, sahaba, of gold-wire decorated with fine 
transversal “incisions” on the inner and outer sides (the wire originally twisted?) and with two and three 
broad incisions alternating on the outer side; d: Ornament of gold, cf. p. 36, 54, pl. XXI a, to be worn on 
the forehead as a kirdânï hooked and pinned to the head cloth, or, with the ends connected, as a necklace, (iqd. 

Measured by Poul T. Christensen.
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Goat (ma Gz).
‘g'ä = run.
‘awü = come.
‘arri = as above.

Ass (gahas).
his = stop, 
tsü = go.

Horse (hail). 
huss = stop, 
di = go.

Camel (gamal).
ha* = drink, 
otherwise as to goat.



Appendix 2

TAPE-RECORDED MUSIC AND SPEECH

1. List of tape-recordings made at Gabla in November 1960 for the Carlsberg 
Expedition to Phoenicia, by S. Søndergaard, Member of the Expedition and now 
Lecturer in Semitic Philology at the University of Copenhagen.

1. 'Abd al-Hamid Ahmad, 22 years old, born and grown up in Gabla, plays on a 
rabäba, which he has himself constructed, accompanied by improvised song.

2. The same continued.
3. Halil ibn Ahmad ihn 'Ali Kurdi, 12-13 years old, from Haurän, living in tent 

near Gabla, sings a Bedouin song learnt from the radio.
Muhammad al-Bahr, 36 years old, fisherman, born and grown up in Gabla, plays 
the näi ('asba).

4. al-Bahr continued.
5. 'Abd al-Latif Suhaida, about 45 years old, born at Marqab (moved to Djeble when 

he was about 20 years old), and his son Fu’äd, 20 years old. They sing accomp
anied by Muhammad al-Bahr playing the näi.

6. Fu’äd Suhaida sings.
Yüsuf Ahmad 'Ali Kurdi, 16 years old, cousin (?) of Halil (see no. 3) plays the 
rabäba and sings, later accompanied by Halil beating the darbakka.

7. 'Abd al-Latif Suhaida explains how to catch quails (nufüg) with the qanäsa. 
Later, 'Adnän Marrün, 18 years old, Muhammad Marrün, 39 years old, and 
Ahmad Farag, 30 years old, all from Gabla, take part in a conversation.

8. Hasan Hafyän, 76 years old, from Gabla, tells of his adventures during the First 
World War.

9. Hasan Hafyän continues.
10. Muhammad Marrün (see no. 7) talks about his journey to Egypt in 1947.
11. Muh. Marrün continues.
12. Dirwis §älih Hafyän, about 50 years old, from Gabla, tells about Ramadän. 

The same and Muh. Marrün talk about preparations for a wedding.
13. Muhammad Dib Qädün, about 50 years old, from Gabla, relates the adventures 

of his youth in Beirut.
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14. Muhammad cAbbüd, about 60 years old, muhtâr at Sïânü, tells of the revolt 
against the French in the 1920’s.

15. Muhammad Mir‘i Särüt, about 60 years old, muhtâr al-'arab at ‘Arab al-Mulk, 
talks about the Circassians.

16. Mull. Mir‘i Särüt continues.
‘Ali Säfi ‘Amrän from Bsisin, about 50 years old, talks about agriculture.

17. ‘Ali Säfi ‘Amrän continues.
18. Muh. Dib Qädün and Ahmad Farag present scenes from the shadow play Qarakùz, 

cf. above, p. 57, pl. XXXIXd.
19. Ibrahim ‘All Muhammad ‘Älüs, from Bahdarmo at-Tahta, and Ahmad Hammüd, 

from al-Burgän, talk about personal adventures.
20. The same continue.
21. Muh. Dib Qädün and Ahmad Farag present scenes from Qarakuz.

Each tape runs for about 9 minutes. Tape-recordings Nos. 1—7 are kept in the 
Ethnographical Department of the Danish National Museum, Nos. 8-21 in the Insti
tute of Semitic Philology, University of Copenhagen.

2. Transliteration of the speech on tape-recording No. 15 showing the peculi
arities of the dialect (contrast p. 5).

Su ismak? Mhammad Mar‘i Särüt
su mhimmtak íi d-de‘a? mhimmti mahtär ... mahtär ‘arab 1-nialk el-bedw

hade s-senet elli get 1-mhägrin et-tjeräkez ‘al-biläd hädi ma kanet ‘ala dôri ‘ala 
dör abuye iget hukumt-t-turkiye qasmet ‘arab 1-malk bin-nuss benne ubën et-tjeräkez 
et-tjeräkez egu ‘alal-beläd hädi sär el-‘arab ed‘äf elli byuq‘ud ‘ando mräbi‘ aw rä‘i 
biliallu mä byuq'ud byimsku qatlu ‘alë ... kirbäg ra’san qatal rähat 1-ihkäye käro 
hawälay es-safar barlak ba‘d es-safar ana bhidd ‘alëhe darabhom huw asfar et-tjerkez 
madall minhum belmiyye tnën ma dall mätu kullhum ... asfar el-latif wela hallafu 
së wela ‘aset la hallafu wala së abadan ‘ala kuli tjerkez hal-bläd ma fi gër salâh w 
‘abdallah melah et-tjerkez aq'aduhum sâti ‘ala 1-bahr ... fi qisme b-sükäs wqism 
‘anna hôn kull ma tum‘ud honëk sükäs dall fiha tnën abu l‘ali sâlih sëh sâlih safar 
wibrâhïm sidid wkalämät tläte ... ba‘dën egu lahöne bsafar barlak awwel sene täni 
sene egäna wähid tjerkezi mahad tjerkiziyye musarrif ‘ala geble dayman fi msäkil 
igl 1‘arab qawiyet. . .

tjerkez mawgüdin hone w'ammarna fi s-slayyib gibäl tjerkez weflahna 1-ard 
igbäri ege msarrif mahed wähad tjerkeziyye wesirt et-tjerkez bhibbo ba‘d ida kän 
wähad men kafkäz wähad men es-sarq kän ibn ‘ammo lazam hal-msarrif ahad wahde 
tjerkeziyye qaddamu lo sakwa wismo mhammad bëbi galäl qaddamu lit-tjerkez sakwa 
‘ala anna fi gimä‘a hone widayman ‘am bisir msäkil bënne wbënhum whumme 
aqwa menne läzim ennu tunsuf el-huküme bënâtne qäm el-msarrif ‘amal istad'a 
wiba‘ate l-istambul häde dör mhammad rasäd ennu fi ‘anna qism ‘arab wiqism 
tjerkez wit-tjerkez ‘azizin ‘al-huküme hayezanne mhägrin el-huküme gofe qälat fi 
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'anna mahall haräb bi-bläd el-arinal gebel aqra‘ nähod qism winhotto fi ahdu qism 
el-‘arab hattune honik b-aggeräz aq'adne awwal sene aw täni sene b-aggeräz sentën 
nihna l-'arab q‘adna sentën b-aggeräz wi-bläd al-armal kasab qaradu ra'na hädik 
en-nawähi ana b’asnahä kan sir silfön mitl ibni ahmal 1-barüde wil-fard ... ba‘d 
sentën inkesret hukumt et-turkiye sär inqiläb el-armal ega ... qal hudhum ‘ala blädhum 
wi-nihna egina ‘ala betna kullu ysayyar ‘ala watanu irgi‘na swayy irgi'ne sahharne 
gimäl wista’girne gimäl wirhalne igina wën fi bët mesküne msakkar la-tjerkez aw 
la-geru msakkar men dünne ... gina niftah hal-byüt igbäri mnuq'ud køllma søfna 
1-bët ... bqïna byitla‘ arba‘ snin aw hamse snïn halas safar barlak weget el-franse 
‘ala blädne

3. Translation of the speech on tape-recording No. 15.

What is your name? Mhammad Mir‘i Särüt.
What is your business in the village? I am møhtar of the Bedouins of ‘Arab 

el-mølk.

That year when the Circassian refugees came to this country—it was not in my 
time but in my father’s time—the Turkish government came and divided Arab el-mølk 
in two halves between us and the Circassians. The Circassians came to this country, 
the Arabs were weak, the person who stayed with him (the Circassian?) as day-labourer 
or shepherd was left alone; if he did not stay they took hold of him and beat him— 
whip on the spot, killed ! The story (had its course?)-----------This Asfar beat the Cir
cassians, not even two out of a hundred were left, they all died—it was Asfar el-Latif— 
they left behind them nothing at all. Of all the Circassians of this country only §aläh 
and ‘Abdallah Melah are still there. They let the Circassians stay on the shore------ some
are at Sukas and some are with us here.-----------At Sukas two remained: Abu l-‘Ali
§älih, Sheik Sälih departed, and Ibrahim Sidid and Kalämät—three—Afterwards they 
came here with Safar Barlak first year, second year. There came to us one of the 
Circassians, married to a Circassian girl, as sheriff over Geble. There were always 
troubles because the Arabs became strong while the Circassians were here, and 
we were living at s-Slayib, in the Circassian mountains, and we cultivated the land 
under compulsion. Then came a sheriff married to a Circassian girl—and the 
Circassians kept together, if there was one from Caucasus and one from the East 
then they were cousins, necessarily ! This sheriff who was married to a Circassian girl, 
they complained to him—his name was Mhammad Bëbi Galäl—they complained to the 
Circassian that there was a group here and there was always trouble between us and 
them, and they were stronger than us, the government must do justice to all of us. The 
sheriff composed a petition and sent it to Istanbul—this was in the time of Mhammad 
Rasad—that there were with us some Arabs and some Circassians—and the Circassians 
were in great favour with the government—------ The government (...?) said: We have
a ruined place in the Armenian country, Gebel Aqra‘, let us take a group and settle 
them there. They took the Arab group and settled us there at Aggeräz. We stayed one 
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year or two years at Aggeraz—two years—we Arabs stayed two years at Aggeraz, and 
the Armenian country profited, they levied on our herds in these regions. At that time 
I was a young man—like my son—carrying a gun and a pistol— —After two years the 
Turkish government broke down, a revolution started, the Armenians came—- —he 
(they?) said: Take them to their country! So we came to our home, everybody went to 
his birthplace. We went back a little, we went back, loaded camels for we had hired 
camels. And we departed, where did we go? To a habitable house, closed—neither 
Circassians nor others—closed to us. Then we came and opened these houses by force 
and settled as soon as we saw the house— —we stayed, 4 or 5 years passed, Safar 
Barlak was finished and the French came to our country.

Indleveret til Selskabet den 28. februar 1976.
Færdig fra trykkeriet den 17. december 1976.



A member of the Expedition wearing dress No. F651 a-s.
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